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FROM THE EDITOR

Spending time and sharing laughter.
OVER FOUR YEARS AGO, MY HUSBAND AND I STARTED A BIBLE STUDY THROUGH
our church that gathers in our home once a week. We called it “In God’s Company.” The premise was to create
an environment for connection, for community, for culture and for food. We both grew up eating dinner around
the table as a family. Around that flat, shaped, polished wood we shared good conversations and meals with our
parents and siblings. We wanted to bring back to life this now old-fashioned tradition to be shared with a different
family – our church family. While we could no longer spend dinnertime with our immediate family (his parents are
a six hour drive away, mine a twelve hour one), we could seek relationships with those around us and build a
foundation of lasting love.
We also wanted to create a space where we could pray for and learn about the world’s cultures (see
the article on Praying For Others pg. 20). Having been able to travel a little in the past, our hearts intertwined in
a vision to bring the globe back home; to learn about a different nation and culture
each week and eat their food. We do this in hopes of becoming more connected to
humanity and to show God’s heart and Christ’s love for every hair on every head,
whether those people reside in Moldova or Brazil, Uganda or Nauru.
It has been a fascinating journey—we still have roughly a year until we’ve
covered all the sovereign states, breakaway territories and dependent territories in
the world. Every culture matters, big or small; each one is loved by God and should be
loved by us. After every dinner we have a Bible study based on the culture, situation
or history of the country. God’s Word takes us from our personal lives for the moment
and plops us down to empathize with the lives of people thousands of miles away,
learning from Him and learning from them. Coming together builds up our local
community and connects us with Christians around the world through prayer. Just like
it says in Acts 2:46-47 (NIV), “Everyday they continued to meet together in the temple
courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere
hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to
their number daily those who were being saved.”
Those who have been on this journey with us have become better friends
over time. Time we wouldn’t have shared between Sunday service starting and
ending. Our table talks give us a place to connect with friends who become family. I
encourage you this summer to try connecting with others more, perhaps friends you haven’t seen recently, and
be open to conjoining food and faith. Even if it’s a little stressful at first, because you’re not sure when to meet
or what to eat—being open makes all the difference. For some inspiration, check out our articles on Fr. Leo
Patalinghug (pg. 10) and Quick, Easy & Economical
Family Meals for Under $15 (pg. 55). I know I’m eager
to bask in the summer sun, enjoy a brunch outdoors
The Elements of New Identity Magazine:
with friends or a warm evening barbecue with family.

CAILIN BRIODY HENSON
Editor-in-Chief
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Why we do consider the four main departments of
COMMUNITY, CULTURE, WORLD, and ENVIRONMENT
to be essential for a new identity in Christ? They
represent important aspects of God’s plan for his
people in creation and redemption. You can check
out our explanations in each department throughout
this issue.
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NEWS, FUN FINDS
& OPPORTUNITIES

SPIRITUAL & SAVORY
STORIES OF FOOD

Photo by arki | Stock.xchng

Bumping into God in the Kitchen: Savory Stories of Food,
Family, and Faith by Dominic Grassi

GETTING MARRIED IN GREEN
It must be the warm weather that entices most couples
to get married in the summer. But there are some
environmental benefits as well. With more hours of sunlight,
you can have an outdoor wedding that will save you
electricity from light and heat. Fruits and vegetables are
more available locally, so your catering menu can have a
reduced impact on emissions from travel. You don’t have
to wear as many layers, so energy from the manufacturing
of clothing can be reduced. These are just inherent green
elements of a summer wedding. But if you want to go for
a deeper shade of green on your wedding day, check out
all the ideas and planning suggestions offered by Green
Union, a UK online resource for “stylish and sustainable
celebrations.” They help you make green choices for
your event and for your future. Find out more at www.
greenunion.co.uk –Cailin Henson
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Father Dominic Grassi has written books before, but
never one that has revolved so much around food. Food
is naturally a common thread among people, so what
better way to share your faith than in that context as
well. Grassi’s stories, reflections and reminiscences about
growing up with his Italian heritage and family recipes
make for a comforting and warm read. Whether to
rekindle your love of eating together, to find new recipes
to try, or to bring God’s reality into the kitchen - this
book does it all. –Cailin Henson
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NEWS, FUN FINDS
& OPPORTUNITIES

FARMING IN THE THIRD WORLD
Working with subsistence farmers or urban gardeners in
the Third World, ECHO (Educational Concerns for Hunger
Organization) is a nonprofit Christian organization whose
goal is to provide a wealth of agricultural knowledge
to poor farmers. They do this by providing a seed bank
and educational materials as well as by sharing the skills
and knowledge of international community development
workers with those farmers in need of guidance. “ECHO
does not ‘teach’ people how to farm,” but helps farmers
more effectively grow their food, producing crops even
under harsh conditions. For more information on how
you can offer assistance or volunteer, please visit www.
echonet.org –Cailin Henson

Photo by igorsp | Stock.xchng

KEEPING THE FAITH IN
THE ART WORLD
Christians in the Visual Arts (CIVA) was
created in 1979 to encourage Christian
artists to develop their particular calling
and sort out the issues that arise when
combining faith and art. CIVA continues
to provide opportunities for sharing ideas
and building community. For those of you
who’ve been struggling to establish a
presence in the art world, CIVA may be for
you. For more information visit
www.civa.org –Cailin Henson
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community
God really wants us in community,
helping each other, sharing life
together. Acts 2:44-47 (AMP) says,
“And all who believed (who adhered
to and trusted in and relied on Jesus
Christ) were united and [together]
they had everything in common; And
they sold their possessions (both their
landed property and their movable
goods) and distributed the price
among all, according as any had
need. And day after day they regularly
assembled in the temple with united
purpose, and in their homes they broke
bread [including the Lord’s Supper].
They partook of their food with
gladness and simplicity and generous
hearts, constantly praising God and
being in favor and goodwill with all the
people; and the Lord kept adding [to
their number] daily those who were
being saved [from spiritual death].”
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GIVE BACK

Know When To Speak
Fighting injustices and working toward change around the globe can be overwhelming if you feel like you’re
doing it alone; SPEAK connects like-minded individuals to strengthen groups and promote lasting change.
to the community, looking for an organization to
help support is often the first step. Giving time by
volunteering at your local hospice or giving funds to a worthy
organization is always needed. But a different route of giving back
and pushing for change is through advocacy. The same drive,
desire and passion for a cause needs to go to changing other
people’s minds, inspiring them to take action, and alerting them of
the injustices in the world. It is through advocacy that awareness
can be promoted in a powerful way. Rallying people towards a
cause, building relationships and creating a united front against
injustice is an important part of making change.
Speak is not an organization. Think of it more as an
informal hub, or a meeting place, where people find others who
are passionate about the same issues. It is here where fusion
happens—where organizations are created, support is found, and
where socio-political concerns are brought to attention. Speak is an
advocacy network, an evolving dynamic movement of relationships
that are built on the united interest of being change agents in this
world. It connects people who want to promote global issues, but
who also want the change to be rooted in God.
Speak has taken on the examples of Martin Luther King
Jr., William Wilberforce, and Mahatma Gandhi, who brought about
social change that was rooted in spirituality. The campaign believes
that before addressing and transforming the injustices of the
world, individuals seeking change need to start with themselves.
Pushing any political, social, environmental, or economic agenda is
exhausting. So many who start off wanting something more for the
world, something better, are spent early on. These are tough issues
that aren’t going to be solved overnight. Huge blows are often
taken with very small victories, if any. It can knock the idealistic
wind out of anyone—unless your movement and energy stems
from something more. The network promotes Christ-centered
spirituality as a source for energy, rooting the work on the firmest
of foundations: God. Since there is such a deep focus on individual
transformation prior to global transformation, the campaign not
only promotes Bible reading and faith sharing, but also recalls the
spiritual and meditative practices in the Christian tradition that
marked the lives of the many activists, radical nuns, and monks
centuries ago. While Speak recognizes the issues of injustice related
to Christianity over the years—colonization, its participation in
slavery, church offenses, oppression—the network continues to
promote the need to share the Christian faith and to recall the core
focuses and ideas of Christianity, not what people have changed it
to be over time.
Also, because Speak is a network, getting involved takes
www.newidentitymagazine.com				
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by Leila Evangelista

HEN PEOPLE WANT TO GIVE BACK

“Speak connects people who want to
promote global issues, but who also want
the change to be rooted in God.”
initiative. You are able to support the cause through donations
and to receive mail alerts about current issues. But involvement
means taking part in the connected chain of the network. It’s
about finding others who care about the same things you do and
coming together to be in a Speak group. These groups can be
focused on campaigning about an issue, praying, or lobbying. All
of the details are entirely up to the Speak group. The network has
several campaigns already: pushing accountability for multinational
corporations, the action of world leaders to care about climate
change and its effects on the world’s poorest populations, and
awareness of the damage of the arms trade. You can also get
involved by holding fundraising events, helping fund the network
or causes through your talents of coordination. And of course,
daily prayer is another powerful and proactive way to support the
causes of this unique God-centered network. For more information,
visit www.speak.org.uk
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PEOPLE

Fr. Leo
Patalinghug
Fr. Leo Patalinghug values the
importance of family time and food.
He turns dinner into an exciting
endeavor through his ministry
Grace Before Meals.
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ITH EXTREMELY BUSY SCHEDULES AND

technologies constantly intervening in our lives, this
decade is considered the most educated, busiest,
and multi-tasking generation in the history of
civilization. Facebook, iPhones, and Internet are just a few fixes that
prominently set us apart from any other generation. Moreover,
much of the youth today are victims of this fast-paced age, with
pre-teens growing up too fast and teenagers involved in adult
lifestyles. Adults are not exempted either—many are wearied from
trying to pay bills and still tend to their families.
Divorce rates and teenage pregnancies have shot up
in percentages from the single digits to double digits in the last
two decades. There are tons of reasons to consider, ranging from
too much freedom, to media influence, to poor role models. But
Father Leo Patalinghug cites the disintegration of family to be one
of the main factors in this age of hyper-movement, “I believe that
societies are as strong as families living in society.” Acknowledging
the realities of the generation, this Catholic priest formed the
movement Grace Before Meals. It is not about literally saying
grace before meals as the title suggests, but it is a movement that
emphasizes the importance of family, encouraging them to prepare
food together and gather around the table to have a meal. The
founder, who also wrote the book Grace Before Meals: Recipes for
Family Life, explains, “If society continues to force families to be so
busy [that] they don’t have time to spend with each other, then
families have the responsibility to make the time—to master their
schedules, and to put their lives into perspective so that they spend
time on the things that matter most—each other.” Fr. Patalinghug
continues, “[The movement] is a reminder of the blessing of the
table. By blessing, I don’t just mean the food, I also mean the gift
of life—the people around the table. Grace Before Meals reminds
families that love is expressed when you share time with each
other and feed each other, not just with food for the belly, but the
encouragement that comes from loving support.”
Statistically, this strategy of breaking bread with the family
works! According to a study conducted by Colombia University,
children who eat together with their families five to seven times a
week have a 40% chance of expressing problems or thoughts with
their parents. “Academic performance went up 38%. Kids were
142% less likely to smoke, 93% less likely to drink, 191% less likely to
use marijuana and 169% less likely to have more than half of their
friends be drug users,” Colombia researchers have stated.
Fr. Patalinghug, who is currently a director of pastoral field
education at Mount St. Mary’s Seminary in Maryland, began the
movement when he started scheduling mealtimes during counseling
sessions. What originally started as a joke quickly became a great
opportunity for him to share his faith the way Jesus did. “The
‘Theology of Food’ is represented throughout the scriptures,” says
the Catholic priest, “tying food and faith is as easy as looking at
the examples of Jesus from the first miracle [the conversion of the
water to wine in Cana], feeding five thousand, the last supper, and
promising heaven to believers represented as a banquet. When
we see food as a blessing, we can see why it’s important for
families to leave room for God at the dinner table.
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“Grace Before Meals
reminds families that love is
expressed when you share
time with each other and
feed each other, not just with
food for the belly, but the
encouragement that comes
from loving support.”
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Cellist PEOPLE
Surfer
Comic
Cyclist
Vegetarian
Composer
Teacher
Poet
Chef
Golfer
Carpenter
Dancer
Hiker
Actor
Gamer
Parent
Singer
Doctor
Dreamer
Baker
Tennis player
Sculptor

“What I try to do is show how
food and faith, if brought
together, can actually help
people understand one
another.”
FR. LEO PATALINGHUG
After all, [God] leaves room for us at His table every Sunday [in
communion]”. The priest’s objective is to see Grace Before Meals
create mini “Thanksgivings” throughout the year.
Before he was ordained in 1999, he pursued degrees in
writing and political science, intending to study law or journalism.
He currently holds a black belt in Tae Kwon Do and has actually
won a national competition for full contact stick fighting. He is
multilingual and his other hobbies include writing, singing, and
jogging. Because of his effectiveness working with teens and
their parents, he has become an increasingly popular conference
speaker. The priest discovered his love for cooking in Rome
where he attended seminary. His popularity in the food world has
grown enormously in the past couple of years. He has cooked for
Delaware’s State Fair and has gained international recognition after
being featured on PBS’s Religion and Ethics Newsweekly. He also
won the Steak Fajitas Challenge against popular Iron Chef Bobby
Flay on the Food Network show Throwdown with Bobby Flay.
While he has many diverse talents and passions, he channels them
all towards his work for God.
“What I try to do is show how food and faith, if brought
together, can actually help people understand one another,” he
shares. “People talk about religion all the time—but badly. What
I hope to do is provide people an opportunity to discuss faith and
all other important topics around the comfort of a family meal…a
place where people listen to each other, respect each other, learn
from each other, and hopefully celebrate the things that we all have
in common.”
Learn more about Fr. Leo Patalinghug and Grace Before
Meals at www.gracebeforemeals.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jeanne Le likes to watch PBS, cook, keep the house tidy, and
follow each season’s runway shows. People say she is like an
18 year old soccer mom. She couldn’t agree more.
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Who are you in Christ?
WRITE,
PHOTOGRAPH OR
ILLUSTRATE FOR US
FIND THE WRITER’S GUIDELINES AT
www.newidentitymagazine.com
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RELATIONSHIPS
by Emily Chase-Ziolek

From Habit To Addiction
Emily Chase-Ziolek talks about how innocuous addictions, things that seem like small, harmless
habits, become big detrimental addictions—and what you can do about them.

“An innocuous
addiction can range
from constantly
checking your email,
to spending money
unnecessarily, to
using chocolate or
cheeseburgers as
tranquilizers.”

Photo by redteam | Flickr (CC)

EMILY CHASE-ZIOLEK
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without? For Christians, the answer is simple: God.
We literally cannot live without God. Without God
there would be huge, gaping holes in our lives. He is the one who
ultimately meets our need for love, safety and comfort. Why, then,
do so many Christians suffer from addiction?
It’s not only addictive substances that are the problem.
Even if we avoid drugs, alcohol and cigarettes, we can still develop
innocuous addictions—little destructive habits that slip into our
lives. It happens so subtly, we don’t even notice. The process is
always the same—you find something that you enjoy, so you do
it. Maybe you do it only for recreation or maybe you do it to help
you forget about your problems or at least not to think about them
for a while. Maybe you don’t even know why you do it. The first
time you did it was pleasurable, so you keep doing it. You don’t put
any limits on yourself and soon you are doing it more and more,
sometimes for large chunks of the day. Instead of doing the things
that you should be doing, you are engaging in this habit. It draws
you in and makes you forget about your problems. But you also
forget about your friends, your family and God. You start to believe
that you cannot exist without this thing in your life.
This is the picture of addiction. It can take many forms.
An innocuous addiction can range from constantly checking your
email, to spending money unnecessarily, to using chocolate or
cheeseburgers as tranquilizers. The options are endless. So endless
that it is likely that most people, if not all, could identify at least one
innocuous addiction in their life.
Personally, I have had more than my fair share of
innocuous addictions. The one that claimed the biggest stake on
my life was food. I used food to numb my feelings. I’d have a bad
day and instead of processing it or asking God for help, I would
go to the kitchen. It was easier. It felt good. Soon I was eating just
because of the feeling it gave me—or lack of feeling. But it always
left me with the same problems I started with. More than that,
my habit left me with physical discomfort, and perhaps even more
debilitating, a deep sense of shame. I would avoid people and begin
to withdraw. My innocuous addiction, though it started rather
harmlessly, was leading me into a lonely grave.
So how did this innocuous addiction creep into my life?
Well, it started small and got big, but it never would have begun if
I didn’t have an emotional issue that I refused to deal with. I would
not trust God to comfort me. I have found that much of how I
relate to God is mirrored in the Bible. Take the Israelites, a nation
with which God developed a very special relationship. He saved
them constantly from their struggles, but they still did not trust Him.
They worshipped other gods that were not even real! “They consult
a wooden idol and are answered by a stick of wood.” (Hosea 4:12,
NIV)
Just like the Israelites struggled with trusting God and
left him for fake substitutes, I would use food as my substitute.
But whatever we use as a substitute for God inevitably lets us
down and harms us. There’s a great analogy in the Bible that
demonstrates this. In Hosea, God refers to himself as Israel’s
husband, indicating a relationship of faithfulness and trust.
www.newidentitymagazine.com				
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HAT IS IT THAT YOU JUST CAN’T LIVE

“I was seeking my own
pleasure but it was
destroying me.”
However, Israel has taken “lovers,” (the seemingly innocent things
that the Israelites care about more than God). So God admonishes
Israel for dressing up for her “lovers.” He tells the Israelites the truth,
“You adorn yourself in vain. Your lovers despise you; they seek your
life.” (Jeremiah 4:30, NIV) That warning stings and is still relevant for
those of us today who pursue “lovers.” In my addiction that verse
spoke to me—I was seeking my own pleasure but it was destroying
me.
So how do we know if what we’re doing in the service
of pleasure will lead to addiction and spiritual death? Is watching
television or eating chocolate dangerous? These behaviors in
themselves do not go against scripture, but what if we put them
before God? Whenever we do that, the object that attracts us
becomes an idol in our lives, something that we worship in the place
of God but that has no power to save us. We are repeating the
history of the Israelites. This is not only dishonoring to God, but also
robs us of the true joy that can only be found in Him.
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“God doesn’t want us to be
slaves to things that hurt us.
For this reason we ought to
continually examine our lives
to see how much influence we
have given certain behaviors.”
In the throes of my addiction I had so little joy. My
obsession with food robbed me of my relationship with God. And
though I blamed myself, God showed me that He was on my side.
He showed me through the Bible that He desperately wanted me
to be free of my addiction, even more than I did. I finally realized
that I could not shake my addiction alone. As long as I clung to the
belief that I could be my own savior, all my attempts to break free
only left me more ashamed of my failures.
God doesn’t want us to be slaves to things that hurt us. For
this reason we ought to continually examine our lives to see how
much influence we have given certain behaviors. Do we constantly
wait for the approving words of others instead of asking God what
He thinks of us? Do we rely on outward expressions of beauty
instead of resting in the knowledge that God has already made us
beautiful? Do we buy too much junk food after a stressful encounter
instead of asking God to meet our needs for comfort and security?
The key is to ask yourself: what need do I have in my life that I am
trying to meet without God? What is making me blind to God right
now? Finally, stop and think: does this behavior bring me true joy? If
not, it might be time to ask God for help and to let it go.
For me, the book of Hosea offers a beautiful picture of
how God responds to our addictions. God does not leave us by
ourselves. He will help us to turn back to Him if we are willing. Aside
from the many practical things we can do to address our innocuous
addictions (find support from friends, foster healthy replacement
behaviors, address the root of the problem with counseling), I
believe that the single most important thing we can do is come as
we are to God, “...a broken and contrite heart, O God, you will not
despise.” (Psalm 51:17, NIV)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emily Chase-Ziolek is a Chicago native where she currently
lives and works. Her interests include writing, living in other
countries (she has spent 3-4 months in Ecuador and Romania),
sociology—her often misunderstood discipline, and alternative
therapies such as dance. Above all, she hopes that her life will
be a path, broken though it is, to Jesus.
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CHURCH

Wasting
Time
With God
How the busyness of life can
lead to forgetting to include
God in our schedules.
by Kelli Ward
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I

MADE A PROMISE TO GOD YESTERDAY.

I said, “God, I will read the Bible for one hour today, I promise
in the name of Jesus.” As soon as that came out of my mouth I
knew that I had just told an untruth, an untruth that would haunt
me for the rest of the week.
That day I made my promise to God, I had a lot to do. 1)
Go to the grocery store 2) wash my comforter at the laundromat
3) make some potatoes for a barbeque I was having later 4) and
of course, take a nap because I was so tired from waking up at
6:45 a.m. to get ready to go to church. My list ended there. No
number 5) read the Bible. But really, this should have been at the
top. 1) Read the Bible 2) pray 3) commune with God 4) pray again.

new way to praise God. 1) In line at the grocery store: God I thank
you for allowing me to be able to buy food for my table. 2) At the
laundromat: God I praise your Holy Name for clean bedding as
many do not have a place to lie their head. 3) My God, my God, You
have so blessed me with the family and friends in my life that will
be enjoying these potatoes with me. 4) God, as I’m about to rest, I
thank You in advance for waking me up whole. With this new way
of praising God, I now encourage myself to allow the list of to-dos to
grow bigger and bigger while I first commune with God.
There are a lot of things to do, but sometimes we must
let the work pile up and spend time with God instead. Even if at
first this seems less productive or feels like “wasting time,” how

“There are a lot of things to do, but sometimes we must let the work pile up and
spend time with God instead.”
Why was I wasting time? Why was I putting God last or not even
on my list? I can easily say it’s because I’m human. I can also say it’s
because I’m busy and He understands that.
But what if God was too busy for me? God, I need your
help. I can’t pay my bills this month. Busy signal. God, my mother
isn’t well, please make her whole once again. Busy signal. God, I’m
fighting this drug addiction and can’t make it out on my own. Busy
signal. What if? This is exactly how I was treating God. I was too
busy to add Him to my list.
The guilt since has not passed, but I recall one thing in
particular that a pastor said during a sermon, “Remember God
loves you unconditionally and He is in everything that we do, ‘…For
the Lord your God is with you wherever you go.’ (Joshua 1:9, NLT)”
I was being selfish, forgetting that this life I’m living isn’t for me, but
for my Lord.
I ended up repenting (I stopped making excuses) and I
know I am forgiven. My eyes have also opened up to a
18		
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can it be wasting time when it’s spending time with God? We tend
to move so quickly through life that oftentimes anything that we
do that is not on our list is seen as time wasted. But in truth, what
is on our list is wasting time, distracting us from why we were
created in the first place—to worship God. We forget that God
puts His relationship with us as a priority, and He wants it to stay
strong and not be weakened by other distractions that may come
our way. When God thinks of me I want Him to say, “Look at my
daughter with whom I am well pleased.” Lessons come in all shapes
and sizes and in this case, it came in the form of a list.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
With an intense love of and for the Lord (which didn’t
manifest itself in her until her early 20’s), Kelli wants to share
her experiences in being a Christian with the world in a
down-home, direct way. As an aspiring screenwriter living
in Los Angeles with an M.F.A. from USC, Kelli has also most
recently decided to devote her writing talent to educating the
masses about the Christian walk.
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1 in 8 Americans is struggling with hunger. Including people like your office
secretary on her way to work, the cashier at the grocery store, or your old
friend from high school. Who’s the 1 in 8 in your life that needs help? Go to
feedingamerica.org to see how your support can help those in need.

CONNECTING

Praying for Others
Understanding intercessory prayer and how praying with
and for others can deepen your relationship with God.
by Joshua Mumphrey
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P

RAYER IS ONE OF THE MOST MEANINGFUL

gifts given to us by God. Through prayer, we seek higher
counsel in our time of trouble or confusion, and gather
insight for a specific situation. Prayer reinforces faith and helps us
to personally connect with God. As you pray, you will gradually
learn more about different methods of prayer. In this article we
explore intercessory prayer, a type of prayer in which you receive
prayer from someone else, or pray on behalf of a certain person or
group of people. Intercession means to confer with or to interview.
Intercession is interviewing or gaining an audience with God
about someone else. It does not mean you have to be in physical
proximity to another person, but that you are praying with the
same purpose and heart, despite distance—looking to the needs of
another rather than yourself.

Why Intercede for Another Person?

And he who searches
our hearts knows the
mind of the Spirit,
because the Spirit
intercedes for the
saints in accordance
with God’s will.

Photo: © {tribal} photography | Flickr (CC)

- Romans 8:27

Intercessory prayer is based on the passages Romans
8:27 & 34, Hebrews 7:25, and 1 Timothy 2:1 among others. They
all highlight a great reason to participate in intercessory prayer –
Jesus did and does so—on our behalf. It says in Romans 8:34 (NIV),
“Who is he that condemns? Christ Jesus, who died—more than
that, who was raised to life—is at the right hand of God and is also
interceding for us.” And also in Hebrews 7:25 (NIV), “Therefore he
is able to save completely those who come to God through him,
because he always lives to intercede for them.” So if we too are to
follow in Jesus’ footsteps, intercessory prayer is worthy of our time.
Intercessory prayer is also a display of love to God. Paul
includes intercession as an ingredient of worship in 1 Timothy 2:1-2
(NIV), “I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession
and thanksgiving be made for everyone—for kings and all those in
authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness
and holiness.” Whether sitting and praying with someone or
praying from afar, loving God is a good reason to put intercessory
prayer into practice.

Close Contact: Giving and Receiving Prayer in
Physical Proximity
Getting support through prayer allows for the sharing of
one’s burden or problem. In many ways, sharing your heartache or
issue with another person lightens your load in a very real way. It
takes trust to confide in another person and allow them to pray on
your behalf. Intercessory prayer can establish a deep relationship
with an individual, allowing you to share your dreams, goals,
disappointments, faults or guilts in a tangible way. You connect
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“It takes trust to confide in another
person and allow them to pray on
your behalf.”
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“Many times if we are in crisis or an emotional mess about a
situation, it’s difficult to see straight, even in prayer.”
with someone who is likely to empathize with you in your situation.
While establishing a healthy prayer relationship with others, you
grow together as individuals and as believers, as you witness God’s
answered prayers in a variety of ways. Intercessory prayer may
help bring closure to issues that seem unavoidable or unbearable as
you bring them to God in unison and get another perspective.

How Is It Different Than One-on-One With
God?
In Matthew 18:19-20 (NIV), it says, “Again, I tell you that
if two of you on earth agree about anything you ask for, it will
be done for you by my Father in heaven. For where two or three
come together in my name, there am I with them.”
Praying in a group has often been viewed to make haste
or give importance to whatever it is that an individual is expecting
from God. Some believe that the more individuals involved in a
prayer session, the more likely the results. But it’s hard to put a
formula to God. There are many mysteries as to how God works
and even if thousands are gathered in prayer for a single purpose,
it doesn’t guarantee the desired outcome. God graciously has
far more wisdom than humans do and thankfully He carries the
ultimate checks and balances for granting us what we desire.
What we do know is that God loves the unity of His
people through prayer and solemn commitment. Through
intercessory prayer and combined efforts, God will always be
available, always listen, and be present. This promise He makes is
the reason Christians come together and pray—they will be heard.
If you desire something and connect with others, the combined
effort will impact God in a profound way. He can read the hearts
of those who pray in unison.

Helping To See In A New Direction
Prayer is one of the building blocks of a Christian life. As
you grow in prayer, you will soon discover that though you expect
God to honor your prayer, there are also times where accepting
your situation without knowing the outcome is where faith comes
in. In some ways, praying together can be more beneficial than
praying alone, depending on the particular situation, but personal
prayers between just one individual and God are not in any way
less important.
In intercessory prayer, God can relay a message through
someone else in the group that perhaps was blocked in personal
prayer. Prayer with another may also help give you clarity
to the prayer you’ve had with God personally. Many
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times if we are in crisis or an emotional mess about a situation, it’s
difficult to see straight, even in prayer. By getting words from God
through another person, it can help us gain a different perspective,
leading us to find some value in our trial or insight into what God is
doing in our lives. Prayer in this way can also help solidify something
God has been trying to show you. If God relays a similar idea
through another person who could not have eavesdropped on
your personal prayer, it’s often a confirmation of whether you were
hearing God correctly on your own.

Go The Distance: Praying for People Who Will
Not Audibly Hear You
Intercessory prayer can also encompass prayer for others
who are out of sight, such as neighborhood friends or refugees
in Sudan. Intercessory prayer doesn’t require that the person be
present. There are different benefits to prayer in both ways. Praying
for friends, family, loved ones, and those in need is an exercise that
often puts the focus not on ourselves and our own situations but
on the desires and welfare of others. It’s a powerful image to think
of hundreds of people praying for the earthquake victims in Haiti or
members of your church all praying for the health of a pastor or the
healing of a nation. God hears these prayers as well, and taking the
focus off ourselves often gives new perspective to our problems in
our own personal prayer requests.
Intercessory prayer is an amazing gift we all can share
with one another. We are in an instant, a part of an infinite circle
overlapping repeatedly, giving, taking, and supporting one another
when in need. When dealing with a situation that’s bigger than I
feel I can handle, I submit myself to prayer and ask others to pray
as well. I find by doing this, I gain more hope and feel less alone. It’s
always better to share the burden with another and approach God
through personal and intercessory prayer. A prayer in unity with
others is not more or less important than the prayers of individuals,
but can be more meaningful when shared. In the Bible, God speaks
of closeness and unity of the Spirit. It is up to us to gather together,
and through our faith we can–and shall–move mountains, fulfilling
God’s plans for His sons and daughters.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
As a child Joshua always knew he wanted to become a writer,
but didn’t know to what extent or the means to do so. Joshua
later developed a passion for people; helping and encouraging
them through writing. He credits God for his path to becoming
a Christian columnist and writer for numerous magazines and
newspapers across the United States.
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culture
Everyone has a different culture.
Whether it’s how you were
raised, what ethnicity you’re
a part of or what country
you’re from, culturally, we’re
all different—but God is the
same. By highlighting cultural
differences, we can better
understand the diversity of
the body of Christ. We can
learn from that diversity that
foundational similarities exist
between us and we all can have
commonality through Christ.
Romans 15:7 (NIV) encourages
us to “accept one another, then,
just as Christ accepted you, in
order to bring praise to God.”
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GOD TALK

Are Christians
Judgmental?
by Kevin C. Neece

T

HIS IS THE SIXTH AND FINAL INSTALLMENT

in our series exploring ideas put forth in the book
UnChristian: What a New Generation Really Thinks About
Christianity and Why It Matters by David Kinnaman and Dave
Lyons (2007). The authors survey information gleaned from the
Barna group to discuss some negative perceptions people have of
Christians. These perceptions are important for believers to know
and understand because they ask fundamental questions about the
kind of Christian life and culture we are creating.
We decided to ask you what you think about these
negative perceptions and if they ring true for today’s Christians.
In our five previous issues, we have explored notions of Christians
being hypocritical, too focused on converting people to Christianity,
anti-homosexual, sheltered, and too political. Now we ask you our
final question: Are Christians judgmental?
The following are some of your responses.
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“It is true to a certain extent [that Christians are
judgmental]. However, not all Christians are judgmental or fall
into this stereotype. I think the Christians that do not fall into
this stereotype are not as outspoken because they choose to be
humble and keep it to themselves. It is between God and that
individual person. Hence the phrase, ‘Only God can judge me.’ It is
the pride of the individual Christian that causes the stereotype in
the first place.” –Ron Bautista, Carson, CA

believers but what the entire human race contends with. If this were
not true, then why do so many religions address being ‘judgmental’
as an undesirable trait which should be avoided?” –Chris Martin,
Carson, CA

“I would say that hypocrites within the Christian religious
organization probably have [been] given a reputation for being
judgmental through their actions, but I don’t think they’re behaving
like Christ when they do that. So they’re not behaving like followers
of Christ. I think those of us that are judgmental don’t deserve the
label of Christ-followers.” –Joey Geisel, Arlington, TX
“I would say not inherently so. I’d say that those two
things [being Christian and being judgmental] don’t necessarily go
together. I think there’s definitely a stereotype that [Christians] are
and I think the question is, ‘Why is there that stereotype?’
I find that a lot of people assume that Christians are
judgmental and I find that offensive in some ways. I also find that
when people are actually judgmental, I do find that offensive as
well. So, I would say that being Christian doesn’t mean being
judgmental. Being non-Christian doesn’t mean being judgmental.
I feel like you can be judgmental of different things at
different levels. I don’t think it’s an on/off switch. I think you get into
real trouble generalizing any sub-group of people as judgmental.”
–Jonathan Bourland, New York, NY
“‘Oh, my. Yes. Can I say, ‘duh?’ Yes. Christians are
judgmental. [I say that because] I am one and I am judgmental.
I think we all find ourselves as humans who happen to be saved
[those who live the lifestyle of knowing and loving God] having
that “sanctified, better than you” attitude every once in a while.
There are very few of us who are actually humble enough to
remember that the only difference between us and people who
are not Christians is that we’ve asked for forgiveness [from God].
And sometimes it’s a little harder than others to remember that,
depending on who you’re dealing with. Unfortunately, that may
be another Christian! If Christians weren’t judgmental, wouldn’t we
have a much more peaceful world?” –Krista Fortune, Bedford, TX
“I think probably Western Christians more than Eastern
Christians in the world in general [are judgmental]. I think that has
more to do with the fact that our ability to know about Christ is
easier for us in America than in the rest of the world.” –Lori Black
Fort Worth, TX
“Christians as a group aren’t any more judgmental than
groups of other faiths. Individuals from Muslim, Jewish, Hindu,
Buddhist or any other religious group or sect are just as likely to
wrongly or rashly judge others. The fact of the matter is being
‘judgmental’ is not an issue faced by a single group of
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

“People who say that are just trying to denigrate
Christians because they’re frightened of the truth. Proclaiming
the truth [the way to live directed by God through the Bible] can
look like a judgmental thing to worldly eyes. But, I’m not the one
who judges. God is the judge. I can’t change God’s laws to say this
person or that person is okay so that they feel better. I have to
speak the truth in love. If someone feels I’m judging them when I do
that, I can’t much help it, except to say that God is the judge. Not
me.” –Bruce C., Oklahoma City, OK
“It is our human nature as people to judge, categorize and
label one another based on past experiences, first impressions or
what we see in the media. In essence, everyone is judgmental to a
certain extent. A Christian in general would try to live a life without
judging, but once he or she does, they are immediately called on
it. If say someone else [non-Christian] were to judge someone,
society would view it as being normal. No one is perfect. It is
striving for perfection that makes a person different. Christians
may be judgmental, but so is the person who is saying that they are
judgmental.” –Andrew Argel, Carson, CA
“I don’t think you can make a big, sort of, blanket
statement like that, you know? It depends on the person or where
they come from or how they’re raised or any number of factors.
You might find Christians over here who are very judgmental and
another group over here who aren’t. And one person’s idea of
what’s judgmental may not be the same as what someone else
thinks. It’s like asking if teenagers are petty or if Southerners are
slow. It’s just a stereotype.” –Chris Sands, Dallas, TX
“People definitely see [Christians] that way. I think a better
question is, ‘What does that say about us and how well we’re
embodying Christ in our world?” –Melissa Ling, Los Angeles, CA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kevin C. Neece is a freelance writer, editor and voice actor in
Fort Worth, Texas, where he lives with his wife and son. He
serves as an adjunct professor of Fine Arts and Developing
a Christian Mind at Dallas Baptist University, and is also a
writer and speaker on popular culture and Jesus films, as well
on devotional topics and the Christian life. To learn more
about Kevin’s work or for hiring and booking information,
please visit www.kevincneece.com.
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IN PERSPECTIVE

Bottoms Up:
Should
Christians
Drink
Alcohol?
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Showcasing today’s touchy subjects.

M

ANY HAVE QUESTIONS WHETHER

Christians should or should not drink alcohol.
This issue has caused division among church
denominations and misconceptions and judgment between
Christians. We try to give you a clear picture of both
Biblical and Christian perspectives on the topic, answering
the question: Is drinking alcohol RIGHT or WRONG?

by Cailin Henson
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WRONG Drinking Opens Up The Greater
Possibility of Sin, such as Idolatry
Now these things occurred as examples to keep us
from setting our hearts on evil things as they did. Do not be
idolaters, as some of them were; as it is written: “The people
sat down to eat and drink and got up to indulge in pagan
revelry.” We should not commit sexual immorality, as some of
them did—and in one day twenty-three thousand of them died.
- 1 Corinthians 10:6-8 (NIV)
“As a Christian I think that there is nothing morally
wrong with consuming some alcohol, even on a daily basis.
If alcohol becomes an idol however, takes you away from
God, or leads you into sin, then you must cut it off and seek
the Lord’s forgiveness for the sin you fell into,” says Matthew
Bivens, art educator in Granada Hills, CA. It is possible for
alcohol to become an idol or a bad habit, something you reach
for instinctively, a crutch for escape—becoming an addiction.
Especially if you have a family history of falling into that specific
sin over generations, it’s important to keep an eye on all habits,
including drinking alcohol and making sure they don’t become
your idol before God.

RIGHT Jesus Drank Wine
(All the people, even the tax collectors, when they
heard Jesus’ words, acknowledged that God’s way was right,
because they had been baptized by John. But the Pharisees
and experts in the law rejected God’s purpose for themselves,
because they had not been baptized by John.)
“To what, then, can I compare the people of this generation?
What are they like? They are like children sitting in the
marketplace and calling out to each other:
“ ‘We played the flute for you,
and you did not dance;
we sang a dirge,
and you did not cry.’ For John the Baptist came neither
eating bread nor drinking wine, and you say, ‘He has a demon.’
The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and you say, ‘Here
is a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and
“sinners.” ‘ But wisdom is proved right by all her children.” Luke 7:29-35 (NIV)
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

Jesus defied all logic, broke all barriers and pulverized
stereotypes. Scholars and “religious” leaders of the day were all
about abstinence and doing things written in their “law” down
to the letter, often forgetting God’s intent behind the law in the
first place. Jesus came to change all that, allowing for grace and
inclusion of imperfect people into His kingdom and into His life.
The religious leaders were resistant, first to John the Baptist,
not believing a word he said (which was foretelling about Jesus’
coming and his identity as God’s Son and the Son of Man). In this
scripture, it seems the religious leaders balk at Jesus being an
apparent wine drinker and eater of whatever he wanted, rather
than following their set of strict guidelines.

WRONG Drinking chemically changes your
thinking, perception & judgment.
The next day the older daughter said to the younger,
“Last night I lay with my father. Let’s get him to drink wine again
tonight, and you go in and lie with him so we can preserve our
family line through our father.” So they got their father to drink
wine that night also, and the younger daughter went and lay
with him. Again he was not aware of it when she lay down or
when she got up. - Genesis 19:34-35
Drinking, even if not to the point of drunkenness, can
impair judgment, cloud thinking, and affect decisions. Does
that leave us in a good place to be a Christian example? An
argument for abstaining from alcohol may be that to chemically
alter the state of one’s body could increase our chance of saying
something we regret or being an ineffective witness for Christ in
certain situations. “It makes me wonder,” says Crystal Lassegard,
an actuary in Cypress, CA, “If I’m OK with alcohol and even
caffeine, even though they can chemically change your thinking
or perception, then I wonder if that would extend to something
‘natural’ like marijuana or tobacco being OK along that same
line of thinking. I don’t think God wants us to smoke or use
marijuana, but then shouldn’t that extend to alcohol and caffeine
also?”

RIGHT Health Benefits In Moderation &
Health Detriments From Excess
Stop drinking only water, and use a little wine because
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of your stomach and your frequent illnesses. - 1 Timothy 5:23
(NIV)
Paul recommends that Timothy add a little wine to
his diet to improve his health. Wine and beer carry with them
many additional health benefits. Besides reducing stress, they
carry antioxidants that fight disease, especially cardiovascular
disease. When eaten with a meal, they help slow down your
pace as you sip and can aid in digestion. Of course this only
works when drinking in moderation. Drinking too much can
have the reverse effect, such as weight gain from high caloric
intake and liver damage.

WRONG Drinking Can Lead to the Sin of
Drunkenness
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual
immorality, impurity and debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft;
hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition,
dissensions, factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like.
I warn you, as I did before, that those who live like this will not
inherit the kingdom of God. - Galatians 5:19-21 (NIV).
When someone is an excessive drinker, they can
become inebriated. God clearly does not condone drunkenness
and the slew of issues that piggyback on it. “There is a
distinction between drunkenness and having a drink. In
drunkenness there is a loss of control and you open wide the
door that leads on a path to sin [going against God]. Others
may say that just one drink can open that door,” Matthew says.
This makes it important to evaluate yourself, your tolerance and
your behavior.

(NIV)
In this scripture God encourages the consuming of
alcoholic beverages as an expression of blessing, celebration
and gratefulness. Wine and beer are most often used during
celebrations like weddings, sports victories, graduations and
other achievements. Taking time to worship is a big deal to
God and in this passage it sounds like we can worship Him with
alcohol if we choose to.

WRONG Drinking For the Wrong Reasons
Let all that I am praise the Lord;
with my whole heart, I will praise his holy name.
Let all that I am praise the Lord;
may I never forget the good things he does for me.
He forgives all my sins
and heals all my diseases.
He redeems me from death
and crowns me with love and tender mercies.
He fills my life with good things.
My youth is renewed like the eagle’s! - Psalm 103:1-5 (NLT)
Peer pressure or drowning pain should be the least
reason for drinking. It’s impossible to fill any need without God.
“I think it’s fine for people to drink socially, but they shouldn’t
be drinking just because everyone else at the social event is, or
to ‘let loose.’ They should still be in control of themselves,” says
Crystal. “It is true that many drown their sorrows in alcohol, but
that is not the way a Christian should [live],” says Matthew, “But
instead [they should] dive into the [Bible], seek God, fellowship
and worship.”

RIGHT Social Occasions & Celebrations

RIGHT Jesus’ First Miracle: Turning Water Into
Wine

Be sure to set aside a tenth of all that your fields’
produce each year. Eat the tithe of your grain, new wine and
oil, and the firstborn of your herds and flocks in the presence
of the LORD your God at the place he will choose as a dwelling
for his Name, so that you may learn to revere the LORD your
God always. But if that place is too distant and you have been
blessed by the LORD your God and cannot carry your tithe
(because the place where the LORD will choose to put his
Name is so far away), then exchange your tithe for silver, and
take the silver with you and go to the place the LORD your
God will choose. Use the silver to buy whatever you like: cattle,
sheep, wine or other fermented drink, or anything you wish.
Then you and your household shall eat there in the presence
of the LORD your God and rejoice. And do not neglect the
Levites living in your towns, for they have no allotment or
inheritance of their own. - Deuteronomy 14:22-27

On the third day a wedding took place at Cana in
Galilee. Jesus’ mother was there, and Jesus and his disciples had
also been invited to the wedding. When the wine was gone,
Jesus’ mother said to him, “They have no more wine.”
“Dear woman, why do you involve me?” Jesus replied, “My time
has not yet come.”
His mother said to the servants, “Do whatever he tells you.”
Nearby stood six stone water jars, the kind used by the Jews for
ceremonial washing, each holding from twenty to thirty gallons.
Jesus said to the servants, “Fill the jars with water”; so they filled
them to the brim.
Then he told them, “Now draw some out and take it to the
master of the banquet.”
They did so, and the master of the banquet tasted the water
that had been turned into wine. He did not realize where it had
come from, though the servants who had drawn the water
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knew. Then he called the bridegroom aside and said, “Everyone
brings out the choice wine first and then the cheaper wine after
the guests have had too much to drink; but you have saved the
best till now.”
This, the first of his miraculous signs, Jesus performed in Cana
of Galilee. He thus revealed his glory, and his disciples put their
faith in him. - John 2:1-11 (NIV)

in fact it’s not the use of alcohol, but the misuse of alcohol that
God really condemns. Drunkenness is the real sin of drinking.

RIGHT A Christian Beginning in Brewing:
Monks Perfect Beer-making
May God give you of heaven’s dew
and of earth’s richness—
an abundance of grain and new wine. - Genesis 27:28

Today when visiting friends for a dinner party or
going to a housewarming event, wine is often given as a gift,
a gesture of worth and friendship, much like bringing beer to
a Superbowl party. In Jesus’ time, the abundance of wine was
a symbol of hospitality and a warm receiving. At a wedding
especially, serving wine communicated that this was a special
event and you would share your best with the party you were
entertaining, such as using your best china or silverware today.
In those days, wine was also more sanitary than water, having
gone through the fermentation process, and discarding a lot
of the bacteria and organisms that might have been present in
the local water. This made wine a more proper drink to serve
guests. Since Jesus turned water into wine, rather than wine into
water, it stands to reason that he wasn’t appalled by the act of
drinking alcohol.

God’s followers have been making wine for centuries.
Jesus speaks favorably of vineyards and often uses the behavior
of the grape vine to communicate his points in his parables, like
the following:
He then began to speak to them in parables: “A man
planted a vineyard. He put a wall around it, dug a pit for the
winepress and built a watchtower. Then he rented the vineyard
to some farmers and went away on a journey. At harvest time
he sent a servant to the tenants to collect from them some of
the fruit of the vineyard.” - Mark 12:1-2
Perhaps that’s why Christian monks turned God’s
abundance of new wine into a new alcohol entirely, made from
hops and barley, among other things. According to Beermasters.
com, “In the early Christian era, monks perfected the brewing
of beer, offering the beverage as an aspect of service for the
hotels they ran for pilgrims and other travelers.” These monks
continued that hospitality aspect of offering alcohol to guests
that Jesus modeled in his first recorded miracle. “At a church
event we went and toured a brewery, finding out that most
of the innovations in brewing were made by Christian monks.
Trappist Ales are actually made only by monks, are very potent,
and fund good ministries bringing the good news of the salvation
offered by Jesus,” says Matthew.
Crystal adds, “I don’t think alcohol is inherently right
or wrong, just like money isn’t inherently good or bad. How
people let alcohol affect them is what can make it a problem. If
it becomes their master or their desire, then they shouldn’t be
partaking in it.” Moderation is key. It’s the sin, not the substance
that God is really against.

WRONG The Bible says not to drink alcohol.
Drinking is a sin.
Proverbs 23:29-35 (NIV)
Who has woe? Who has sorrow?
Who has strife? Who has complaints?
Who has needless bruises? Who has bloodshot eyes?
Those who linger over wine,
who go to sample bowls of mixed wine.
Do not gaze at wine when it is red,
when it sparkles in the cup,
when it goes down smoothly!
In the end it bites like a snake
and poisons like a viper.
Your eyes will see strange sights
and your mind imagine confusing things.
You will be like one sleeping on the high seas,
lying on top of the rigging.
“They hit me,” you will say, “but I’m not hurt!
They beat me, but I don’t feel it!
When will I wake up
so I can find another drink?”

We want to hear your opinion. Post your comments on the
FORUM at our website at www.newidentitymagazine.com.

This passage is often quoted as a argument against
drinking. It seems clear that this passage is not referring to
your average occasional drink, but rather a drunken stupor—
alcohol as an obsession. It appears from this scripture that
www.newidentitymagazine.com				
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MEDIABLOG
FlowerDust.net by Anne Jackson
Anne Jackson is a social change activist, author
and speaker. She travels extensively, telling stories
and bringing social issues to the surface in hopes
of raising awareness and support for causes
around the world. Recently she traveled to Europe
to explore the background of sex trafficking in
Moldova and to shed some light into the unfortunate
reality of many young women there. She shares
her experiences in her online blog. She is currently
training for Road:Well 2010, a US cross country
cycling tour put on by the charity Blood:Water
Mission to raise awareness and support for the HIV/
AIDS and water crises in Africa. If you like Anne’s
blog and want to read more, she has a book coming
out in August 2010 called Permission to Speak Freely:
Essays and Art on Fear, Confession and Grace
(Thomas Nelson), it’s available for pre-order on her
website at www.flowerdust.net –Cailin Henson
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BOOKSTHE REASON FOR GOD

JARGONGOD’S TIME
Dictionary of Christian Jargon for
the Ordinary Person

A BOOK BY TIMOTHY KELLER
If God exists, why does He allow so much suffering
in the world? Of all the religions out there, how can all of
them be “wrong” except for Christianity? If God is good,
why are people sent to hell? Why follow Christianity when
science disproves so much of it? How can we trust God
when we see so much injustice committed by His churches?
These are just a few of the many valid questions that fuel
people’s doubts about Christianity. They are questions that
often seem impossible to tackle with the rationality and
reason that would suffice for both skeptics and believers.
But Timothy Keller has taken on this task in his book The
Reason for God. After interviewing thousands in New York
City and drawing on inspiration from literature, philosophy,
and pop culture, Keller compiles a unique piece of work that
acknowledges the most frequently voiced “doubts” skeptics
have, and with grace, intelligence, and compassion—he
dismantles them all. While he keeps atheists, agnostics,
and skeptics in mind, he also wrote the book for Christians
struggling with the same questions, providing the intellectual
weight and reasoning that many seek despite their faith.
—Leila Evangelista

“I wrote the book for two kinds of people. Primarily I wrote
the book for people with doubts about Christianity. I’ve
talked to literally thousands of people in New York City over
the years and I found that as I talked to people, so many
of the doubts are passionate, they’re well thought-out, and
they deserve respect. And therefore, I wrote this book to
respectfully engage those doubts. The book has two basic
messages to people who doubt. The first message is all of
your problems and doubts about Christianity are actually
based on beliefs—alternate beliefs—about spiritual reality,
about God, about human nature. To really have integrity,
you need to apply the same test to your beliefs that you are
applying and demanding that Christians apply to theirs. The
second basic message of the book is that when you look
at Christianity positively, when you look at its teachings
and what it actually asserts, it makes more sense of the life
we see around us than anything else. The second group of
people I’m writing the book for though, are Christians who
already believe but who have a lot of people that they care
for and really love that don’t understand their faith, that
maybe aren’t persuaded by their faith, and if you want to
share your faith with a very articulate person that you care
for but who has real doubts, I think this book will help.”
–Message from author Timothy Keller at
www.thereasonforgod.com

www.newidentitymagazine.com				

by Ramon Mayo

What do Christians mean when they say
“It’ll happen in God’s timing” or “I’m waiting for God’s
time”? Most of us are familiar with time zones. When it
is 5pm in London that does not mean it is 5pm in New
York. Things are happening for different people in those
two different places because of the time zone that they
reside in. For some it is time to say goodnight and dive
into the nocturnal space we call sleep. For others it is
actually the opposite. It is time to wake up and meet
the new day with urgency. If we continue to think in
terms of time zones, we can grasp the concept that
God dwells in a time zone that is altogether different
from everything that has been created. God dwells in a
time zone called eternity.
What does that mean? It means far from
being affected by our idea of time, God resides in a
time zone called forever and this means that He is not
restricted by our ideas of punctuality. In 2 Peter 3:8 the
Bible says that one day with the Lord is as a thousand
years and a thousand years is as one day. Peter is
basically saying that time has no bearing on what God
does. So although we may be rushed or have to meet
a deadline, God has a timing all His own. This means
that we may want something done right away, but
God in His “time zone” does not have our perspective
of timing. His perspective comes with the wisdom of
the whole picture—the eternal picture. Our schedules,
clocks, and deadlines are irrelevant when it comes to
God and His time. He does what He is going to do in
just the right time—God’s time.

“And we know that God causes
everything to work together for the
good of those who love God and are
called according to his purpose for
them.” -Romans 8:28 (NLT)
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One of the Best Prayers
I’ve Ever Heard
by Fredrick Zydek
Help us remember that the jerk who cut us off
in traffic last night is a single mother who worked
ten hours that day at two different minimum
wage
jobs and is rushing home to cook dinner, help
with homework, do the laundry and spend a few
important moments with her children. Remind us,
Oh Divine One, that the pierced, tattooed, quiet,
disinterested young man who can’t seem to make
change correctly is a worried 19-year-old college
student, balancing his apprehension over final
exams, his sexuality and his fear of not getting his
student loans for next semester. Help us remember that
the scary looking bum begging for money in the
same spot every day (the one we think ought to
get a job!) is a slave to addictions that we can
only imagine in our
worst nightmares. Let us consider that the old
couple walking annoyingly slow through the store
aisles, blocking our shopping progress and seemingly always
in our way, is savoring this moment, knowing that
based on the biopsy report she got back last
week, this will be the last year that they shop
together. Help us
bear in mind that the loud fussing infant distracting
us from proper prayer in the sanctuary may be
waiting to be christened only days before major
surgery will
attempt to save him from an early death due to
birth defects we can neither see nor appreciate.
Help us be what we hope to receive from thee acceptance of what is.
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Living For A Purpose:
A Life With No Regrets
by Wendy Harbottle

Wendy Harbottle opens up about
her journey to find her purpose in
life. Her insights may also help you
find yours—or at least know where
to look.

Photo: © swanky | Flickr (CC)
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FEW YEARS AGO I STOPPED AT A

cemetery in a town just like any other. The
graveyard was small and most of the tombstones
were dated before my great grandparents drew
their first breath. The cemetery was deserted. No fresh
flowers were scattered among the two dozen or so tombs,
no fresh footprints marred the soil. I cannot recall what
was inscribed on most of the headstones. I do not recollect
anyone famous or any relatives resting in the ground. I
do, however, remember one inscription that silenced the
groaning gravel:
“Mary Fisher
1845 – 1873
Deeply Regretted”
I do not know who Mary Fisher was. I have no
knowledge of her life. For me her entire life is contained
in the dash between those two numbers: fleeting, fragile,
empty. I am not aware of the circumstances of her death. I
only knew, in that moment, that I did not want that epitaph
on my grave. I did not want my name and the words
“deeply regretted” tagged onto the end.
I have often speculated whether Mary Fisher
deeply regretted not doing something in her life, or whether
her family grieved deeply over her death at twenty-eight.
I can shed no light on the matter, but imagine having your
entire life summed up by the words: “deeply regretted.”
Not “intensely loved.” Not “dearly beloved” or “greatly
missed.” Not “enthusiastically lived.” Not a whisper of a life
embraced with vivacity and animation and love. Instead of
life, regret is engraved, and remembered, as the final word
on a woman’s life.
I walked away, questions agitating my pace.
How to breathe life in and shout it out? How to keep a
soul fertile to changes, places, people and God? How to
laugh often and much, yet weep with strangers? How
to face decisions that could change everything? How to
stand beneath the weight of familiarity and truth; love and
tragedy; birth and the ache of beauty, and not shrink back
but stand, and enjoy the feeling of water awakening each
skin cell? How to live and not regret?

Who am I?
So far, I have been a graphic designer. I have been
the author of a travel guide. I have been a jewelry designer,
an entrepreneur, a receptionist, a waitress, a published
poet, a switchboard operator, a promoter, a cashier, and a
computer instructor. I have been a photographic assistant,
a book-keeper, a data capturer, and an events coordinator.
I have been a paramedic, an outdoor education instructor,
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

“I’ve learned that God isn’t out to get us,
trip us up and come down on us, rather
He’ll do everything in His power to
ensure that we take the best path for our
lives.”
a life skills teacher and a pregnancy crisis counsellor. Last year I was
an au pair, a television producer and a student.
Since finishing school eight years ago, I have begun
three different degrees, completed two different certificates and
commenced another. I have lived in six different cities, in two
different countries and once I moved home six times in fourteen
months. I have travelled ten countries in eight years. I have friends in
twenty one different countries and I own property in none.
Who am I? I am a wanderer, a gypsy, a nomad. My name
is Wendy. I have breathed for 764,294,400 seconds and counting.
My occupation is my life. In five years time I will probably be doing
something I never dreamed I could. I would rather read a book than
watch TV and I do not like tea or coffee. I only like rules if I make
them and I rebelliously follow rules made by other people. I break
off split ends instead of biting my nails. When I grow up I would like
to be a travel writer, or a mom, or a project manager for a nongovernmental organization, or a Sherpa in the Himalayas.

Follow, Love, Live
My chequered vocational history proves I don’t have a
foolproof plan in my pocket about how to find your vocation in life,
nor do I have some secret formula that will help you decide whether
to pursue a certain career path or study this or marry her or
whatever other choice you might need to make about your future.
In fact, I am wholly unqualified to tell you how to find purpose in life,
but I can point you towards the One who makes life worth living:
Jesus.
Often I picture Jesus telling us to love others and not to
judge. I forget that when he said, “Come follow me,” he wasn’t
just inviting us to a strict set of rules but to a real and exciting life
whether you turn out to be a pastor, a doctor, designer or simply
“Dad.” Sometimes I forget one of his main messages was that he
came to give us a better life than we could ever dream of—life to
the fullest. Jesus wasn’t locking us down to a vocation or job title.
It’s as if he was saying, “Real, vibrant life is available to you now.
Following me, loving me and living like me is your real calling…the
rest is just there to aid you in following, loving and living.”
When I was seventeen I read a book on theology. I don’t
remember much of it, but I do remember this quote by Frederick
Buechner: “The place God calls you to is the place where your deep
gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.” That’s where the
following, loving and living like Jesus come in. If you want to find your
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purpose you have to be willing to follow the Lord when he says
“come,” whether that is into a banking hall, a church rectory, or
the African plain. And when you get there you will find that what
He really wants you to do is to love like a crazy person and live
like He exists. If you manage to do those things I think you’re living
your purpose and I’m sure God is smiling and whispering the words,
“Well done, good and faithful servant.”

No regrets
I remember standing at Mary Fisher’s grave, thinking about
how I wanted to live with no regrets, thinking about how I did not
want to miss what God had for me or be held accountable for the
talents God gave me that I didn’t use. I’ve grown up a little since
then, and learned a little more about God the Father. I’ve learned
that God isn’t out to get us, trip us up and come down on us; rather
He’ll do everything in His power to ensure that we take the best
path for our lives. Realizing His love for us has allowed me to relax a
lot, not worry so much about missing God’s purpose for my life and
it has made me think a lot more about a man called Jonah.
Jonah encountered a rather large mammal one dark
stormy night when he was thrown off a ship into the sea. A whale
came up and swallowed him like plankton. Jonah stayed in the belly
of the rather large mammal for three days and three nights until
God ordered the whale to belch slimy Jonah onto a beach (in case
you think I’m making all this up, grab a Bible and look for the book
of Jonah. It’s all there in black and white). Now, the thing about the
beach that Jonah found himself on was that it was the exact beach
that had caused him to board the ship in the first place. It was the
beach that he had been trying to avoid. The problem for Jonah was
that it was the only beach in the world where God wanted him.
I like that story because it gives me hope—if Jonah, who
was actively rebelling against God, could be guided by Him to the
exact place where God needed him to be, then if I actively seek
God, He will put me where He wants me to be. It comforts me to
know that even when our hearts aren’t a 100% in tune with God, if
God wants us somewhere, He’ll take us there even if He has to call
on His friend Moby Dick to do it.
I am learning that finding direction in life has more to do
with momentum than with finding a career or vocation. Momentum
requires movement. It is an energy, a drive, a force that a person
possesses. If Jonah hadn’t decided to go somewhere (even if it
wasn’t exactly where God had called him) would he ever have
lived out his purpose? I have great confidence that if your heart is
purposefully pursuing God, you will discover that it is very hard to
miss His will for your life. You will realize that it is very hard to keep
pursuing God and regret the way you lived your life.

Contemplating the Spirit
and the Light
by Fredrick Zydek
What am I? Is there any difference
between the “I” of me and the
substance that composes the lot of
us? Am I body, spirit and soul or just a
carbon-based, bipedal primate playing
its role in an evolutionary process that
has yet to complete its work? Am I but
another way the cornucopia of light
responds to the stars? I’m here. I need
explaining. I could do with
a mirror in the roadway of space, light,
time and consciousness. The fact that
I can wonder about information that
might surprise the world needs some
accounting for. Am I a visible
manifestation of this side of brightness?
How long can I be left in the dark while
surrounded by all this light? No one
needs to tell me I’m connected to all
that is in mysterious ways.
That is a given. I want to know why all
this has given birth to me, what I’m
supposed to be doing between womb
and tomb and if I can go as far as my
imagination will carry me?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Wendy Harbottle blogs about her journey at www.halfformedwish.
blogspot.com and is currently earning her keep as Head of Production
of a 24-hour Christian Music Channel in Johannesburg, South Africa.
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world

God is global. His love and compassion are
far-reaching, extending to every corner
of the globe and every people on earth.
We want to represent the reality of the
diversity of God’s people. Acts 10:34-36 (The
Message) says, “Peter fairly exploded with
his good news: ‘It’s God’s own truth, nothing
could be plainer: God plays no favorites! It
makes no difference who you are or where
you’re from—if you want God and are
ready to do as he says, the door is open.
The Message he sent to the children of
Israel—that through Jesus Christ everything is
being put together again—well, he’s doing it
everywhere, among everyone.’”
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Lending Dreams
by Joshua Mumphrey

Exploring how
small loans can
have a big impact
around the world.

Photos by soyignatius | Flickr (CC)
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HE DREAMS OF INDIVIDUALS AROUND THE

world have recently been realized through microfinancing.
Global microfinancing organizations such as Kiva, Hope
International, and Five Talents International have helped mold many
men and women into strong, leading, and confident entrepreneurs
in their local communities. Microfinance is not a new idea, but is
often credited to Dr. Mohammad Yunus, who many call the father
of microfinance. Yunus was an economics professor in Bangladesh
who was deeply moved to action after a devastating famine in 1974,
and began loaning small amounts of money to businesswomen in
his area. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 for his
contributions to economic and social development. Micro-financing
has since grown and more recently gained popularity with the ease
of the Internet and web-based giving.
In 1997, Jeff Rutt, a Pennsylvania-based home-builder,
founded Hope International as an effective, logical alternative
to support those in need of entrepreneurial assistance. He
implemented microfinancing to enable disadvantaged, existing
or potential entrepreneurs to receive small loans and savings
services beneficial to themselves and their communities. Those
who are living in poverty, struggling with strenuous circumstances,
hitting a rough patch, or who simply need a leg-up, are able to
utilize these types of loans to make small but significant strides
towards independent and economic empowerment. Five Talents
International expresses a similar goal in their mission statement,
“to fight poverty, create jobs and transform lives by empowering
the poor in developing countries using innovative savings and
microcredit programs, business training and spiritual development.”
A microfinancing loan can fund various endeavors. From
supporting a custom jewelry maker, to supporting a project that
provides roofing and brick molding services to ensure community
houses are kept dry, or helping a street food vendor purchase a
second cart. Kiva.org even allows individuals to choose who to lend
to—whether a baker in Afghanistan, a goat herder in Uganda, a
farmer in Peru, a restaurateur in Cambodia, or a tailor in Iraq—and
as they repay their loan, you get your money back. It’s a powerful
and sustainable way to empower someone right now to lift
themselves out of poverty.
Microfinanced loan amounts are significantly smaller
than traditional loans since most receiving individuals only need
a minimal amount to either start up a new business, keep their
business running, or to expand. Hope International’s website states
that, “while a traditional bank might make loans ranging from
thousands to hundreds of thousands of dollars, a microfinance
institution typically loans sums ranging from $50-$500.” As a result,
microfinancing loans are enough to push an entrepreneur forward,
but small enough to not overburden an individual with debt. While
this process does help those in difficult circumstances, at its core,
it is still a loan and money-lending service. Those living in difficult
circumstances, going through rough patches, or the chronically
poor, are not passive individuals of their circumstances. They are
hard-working and resilient. What happens with organizations
that provide straight-forward donations is that recipients
sometimes grow a dependency on the aid, which ends
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

up doing more harm than good. This method supports a system
that eventually leads to an individual’s economic empowerment and
independence.
There are many different ways microfinancing can be
beneficial. An elderly widow, who makes what she can out of
knitting unique ponchos for village workers, may need a small,
specific amount of money for more yarn, new threading equipment
or a larger work surface. A microfinance loan may be a good
option for her. A joint family operation in need of tools for rebuilding
wells, huts, ditches, or wooden fences, may be eligible for a
microfinance loan. In a poor country where tourism brings in a lot
of revenue, a small village may want to start up an eco-tourism or
cultural venture for tourists. Since these are loans, microfinancing
has the versatility to support many of these scenarios.
One of the greatest things about microfinancing is that
you don’t have to be in dire need to get assistance. You could be an
existing business owner, who has had her share of rough patches
and complications along the way who just needs a simple push to
restore balance and increase revenue. Microfinancing can create a
positive boost, resulting in heightened determination, faith in oneself,
the unlocking of untapped potential, awareness of support groups
and organizational guidance, or the enrichment of one’s community.
Many of these microfinancing organizations offer additional personal
one-on-one skill-building, emotional and spiritual guidance, and
much more. Many enriching opportunities await individuals who
seek microfinancing to build more solid futures for their families,
friends, and communities.
There are many ways you can get involved in
microfinancing and give your own small loan to entrepreneurs in
developing countries. Hope International offers a series of different
options for people to choose short or long term contributions. You
can even specifically designate which country you want to help
the most. In addition to monetary loans, Hope International also
accepts personal property, life insurance policies, retirement plans,
real estate, and appreciated stocks. The organization offers a skilled
team of advisors, administrators, and representatives. You can bring
your specific questions or concerns regarding ways to contribute by
contacting an international representative near you.
Giving and supporting is one of the organization’s main
goals, but providing a solid spiritual and emotional support system is
also essential. When supporting a family and meeting their financial
needs, Hope International invites individuals to participate in selfenriching activities oriented around Christian values. “We believe
that the more you learn about Christ-centered microfinance, the
more empowered you will become to make a difference for those
trapped in physical and spiritual poverty around the world,” Hope
International states on their website.
Pledge to make a true difference in the world. Give
a deserving family a chance for a better and brighter feature.
Remember, anyone has the power to make a positive change; all it
takes is one loan to change someone’s life. Get involved today!
For more information on supporting entrepreneurs around
the world through microfinance visit www.hopeinternational.org,
www.fivetalents.org or kiva.org to start your journey.
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Rest, Relax &
Change the
World

40		

Want a summer vacation with
substance? Consider volunteering
at one of the many international
organizations that offer incredible
opportunities to serve others in some
amazing places around the world.
by Nicholas Sowell
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The Book Bus Foundation Zambia

HHH…THE JOYS OF WARM WEATHER, A

little R&R, and some time to change the world! Changing
the world, you ask? Why yes! It’s summertime and
whether you are a student or not, it’s a good time to take a
break. But instead of taking that summer job to pimp your ride,
or comfortably sleep the summer away on a hammock, there are
other, more benevolent, ways for you to spend your vacation. As
Christians we are called to invest our time and talents into helping
one another—locally and globally. Taking a short-term volunteer
trip gives us the perfect opportunity to broaden our minds and
extend our time to the many issues our world currently faces. So
the question is…are you up for the adventure? Helping your fellow
man (or woman) doesn’t have to be boring, tough, or dull. Here
are some organizations that allow you to travel, see the world,
have a unique experience with a local culture, and still serve God.
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Surfing the Nations - Indonesia

Surfing the Nations is an organization dedicated and
formed to create a niche for surfers whom God is calling to use
through their passion of surfing. If you’re a surfer, you will have
the ability to further God’s kingdom (give others the opportunity
to know about God) as well as surf some of the greatest waves
in the world. Surfing the Nations (STN) offers a summer trip to
Indonesia.
Their vision is to establish an International Surf Center,
to train and equip local and international surfers to give back to
Bali and the outlying islands. As an organization, STN has made
the annual trip for over twelve years now. With established
relationships with the people of Bali, STN serves local communities
through surf contests, beach clean-ups, clothes and toy distribution,
English lessons, and property development. In addition, Indonesia
hosts some of the best surf breaks in the world.
Costs include an initial application fee of $50 to apply to
go. Once accepted, a total trip cost is roughly $4,000 which includes
everything (i.e. room, board, flight, etc.)
For more information go to www.surfingthenations.com
or call (808) 622-6234.
You can also email info@surfingthenations.com

www.newidentitymagazine.com				

The Book Bus Foundation is a charity that recognizes the
power and importance of the literary word. In Meheba and Victoria
Falls, Zambia, the Book Bus travels to remote communities, bringing
a mobile library to children and families. While in Zambia, you can
take some time to visit their famous sand dunes or go to Victoria
Falls, one of the natural wonders of the world, which has many
tourists activities including white water rafting, elephant rides, and
hiking. But away from the tourist attractions, while on the Book
Bus, you have the unique opportunity to travel to the remote areas
of Zambia and interact with the communities there. Volunteers
work as storytellers and interpreters—bringing the literature to
life through music, arts, drama, and linking the local society to their
own traditional stories. Along with the program coordinator, other
volunteers and your driver, you will also get to “rough it” on the
road with local storytellers, artists and film crews. The program
gets children enthusiastic about books, instilling a love for reading
and education early on in their lives. The program costs about $970
(prices subject to change depending on economy) for two weeks,
excluding flights and local expenditures. For more information,
check out www.thebookbus.org.

Habitat For Humanity Romania and Cameroon
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Founded in 1976, Habitat for Humanity is a non-profit,
Christian housing ministry that builds houses for families in need.
Since its conception, Habitat for Humanity has provided 1.75 million
people with safe and affordable shelter. Through the organization
you have the opportunity to experience different cultures, while
helping the lives of others in need. By picking up a hammer and
donating a little manual labor, you can make a difference in
people’s lives.
Trips include:

Projects Abroad - Peru

						

Bamenda, Cameroon (July 2-15, 2010)
Cameroon is located in both Central and West Africa.
Explore Africa’s diverse culture and adventurous landscapes! Trip
costs $1,600 plus airfare.
Cluj, Romania (June 4-14, 2010)
A place chock full of rich cultural heritage and exciting
clashes of medieval times and modern day. Romania is located in
southeastern Europe. Trip costs $1,720 plus airfare.
There are also other trips available. For more info please
visit: www.habitat.org

Invisible Children - Uganda
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Invisible Children is a fairly new organization that has been
around for the last six years. Originally started by three boys who
made a video documentary, Invisible Children has now turned into
a huge humanitarian organization that focuses on the people of
Uganda, Africa. They are now implementing programs to help
serve the communities most affected by war. By rebuilding schools,
helping with water and sanitation, providing teacher support and
technology, Invisible Children is a fast growing humanitarian group
with the heart of God to change the community of Uganda. They
are also now involved with relief efforts in Haiti. If you would like to
be an intern and experience what it’s like to help communities in
need, contact Invisible Children at: www.invisiblechildren.com/job
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Peru boasts so many draws for a traveler: experiencing
a portion of South American culture, extensive beach coastlines,
the exotic appeal of the Amazon rain forest, the humbling sight of
the Andes, and the mystery of Machu Picchu. Why not absorb all
of this while volunteering with Projects Abroad? What makes this
particular volunteering opportunity interesting is that, along with
Peru’s array of experiences, the program also has a variety of
projects to choose from. Projects include distributing medicine (in
rural areas and cities), teaching English, and working with children
in the community centers. If you have knowledge of sports, you can
coach children in soccer, basketball, or volleyball at the program’s
sports center. If environmental concerns are more of a passion,
you can be based in the heart of the Amazon rainforest working
on nature conservation alongside the Madre de Dios River. You
can also be stationed in the Inca Project, doing activities involving
archaeology, community work, and expeditions based in Huyro.
The excavation work will help the program preserve items and
structures left by the long past Inca civilization. In addition to
imparting your language on the community, you can also benefit
from taking some of the program’s Spanish instruction.
Program durations run as short as 2-4 weeks, to as long
as 7-12 months. You can sign up year round and the fee starts at
$2,195 which includes food, accommodations, ground transportation,
full travel and medical support, and 24-hour staff assistance. Visit
their website at www.projects-abroad.org for more information.
If you are still interested in going to Peru, but this program
is too painful for your wallet, check out the following organization
which we highlighted for Costa Rica; they have a similar program in
Peru for $250 for one week. Please read on.

International Volunteer HQ Costa Rica
International Volunteer HQ’s Costa Rica program is just
one of many for this organization. Costa Rica is often compared to a
natural paradise with its clean, beautiful, postcard looking beaches
and tropical wildlife. Working through International
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kinds including student movements, leader movements, and churchbased movements.
Campus Crusade for Christ offers several opportunities
to serve and see the world. One really cool opportunity is the
JESUS Film Project, which takes teams into communities unreached
by Christianity to distribute copies of the “JESUS” film in local
languages and host outdoor film showings in hopes of changing
lives. The other is Compassionate Aid, which provides relief and
development aid, such as food, water, disaster relief and community
development to impoverished areas around the world.
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Volunteer HQ (IVHQ), you not only get to soak in the scenery, but
you get to interact with the local communities. You can choose to
work with children in local schools, orphanages, community centers,
or soup kitchens. Even if you don’t have prior experience but are
reasonably fit, you can work on construction and renovation,
building community structures and landscapes. For those who have
a soft spot for animals, the organization offers a turtle conservation
project, where you will aid biologists with the study and protection
of sea turtles and their eggs. In addition, if you have some medical
training and moderate fluency in Spanish, you can get involved in
community healthcare projects.
The duration of the program can be as short as 1-2 weeks
and as long as 3-6 months. Programs start the 1st and 3rd Monday
of each month, year round. The best part about this program is
that the cost is incredibly affordable. Program fees include ground
transportation, orientation, program supervision, accommodation
and meals, administration costs, and 24/7 staff support for as
little as $250 for one week. Check out their website at www.
volunteerhq.org

The Compassionate Aid dates and countries for this year include:
Ukraine
July 9-19
Siberia
July 10-22
W. Russia
July 10-20
Zimbabwe
July 22-Aug 3
Average cost is around $3,900.
The JESUS Film Project dates and countries include:
East Asia
France

England

West Africa

Campus Crusade for Christ

June 16-July 5th
July 4-16
July 11-23
July 18-30
July 25-Aug 6
June 27- July 4
July 4-15
July 18-25
July 25-Aug 1
Aug 1-12
July 3-17

For more information please visit: www.ccci.org/opportunities/
mission-trips/
As you can see the opportunities to travel and serve
others are limitless! If you’d like to see the world, God is showing
you there is a way to help His people, reach out to others and
change the world at the same time. Consider changing your
summer plans for the trip of a lifetime. There is no greater gift you
can give yourself than the gift of travel. And there is no greater gift
that you can give someone else other than yourself.
Photo: © mordoc | Stock.xchng

Originally established in 1951 on the University of California,
Los Angeles campus, Campus Crusade for Christ has now grown to
be part of campus outreach in 191 different countries. Their mission
is to launch spiritual movements by sending God’s followers to
remote areas of the world to spread the word about Jesus. Their
passion to fulfill this mission includes year-round trips and a staff
of over 25,000. One of their goals is to see movements of all
www.newidentitymagazine.com				
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Exploring The Origins of the Bible
by Nathan Rutan

Nathan Rutan doesn’t want you to be satisfied with easy answers about the
Bible – but wants you to investigate wholeheartedly. He begins with a two part
series on the origins of the Old Testament (the first 39 books).
Photo by Alexa Wan
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I

WAS SITTING ON A COLD, HARD,

wooden pew of a small brick and mortar baptist church,
somewhere in the Midwestern United States, asking myself
why the people in the choir wanted to wear funny robes and sing
in unison in front of a crowd? Why did the man in charge come out
and dunk someone under the water every few Sundays and pull
them up gasping for breath and smiling to an applauding audience?
Indeed, I would wonder as a child why anyone would
want to read the same book every Sunday in front of a mixed
crowd, bow their heads and eat little chunks of bread while sipping
on small plastic grape juice cups. And though those cups were
collected and put to good childish use later on, these and other
weekly rituals began something in me as a small child. Of course,
while my family attended a number of different churches during my
formative years, one thing remained
the same—a growing hunger to find
out what was behind all of the smiling
faces, words of wisdom from a leather
bound book, and weekly pep talks. I
suppose you could say that the Holy
Spirit put a deposit in my heart that
continued to grow until one day I
found myself packing up my wife
and kids and heading to seminary to
find out what my life and the world/
cosmos/Bible/history was all about.
When it comes to the Bible,
the truth is, offering a simplistic
statement as to why someone can
have confidence in the Bible is not
that easy—though I do believe it is
worthy of confidence. Does that sound
harsh or a little dangerous? Let me
explain. For me, the confidence I have in the Bible and the God
which it brings us into contact with, comes from wrestling with the
text and from a history of interacting with that same God through
prayer and community. My own personal view of the Bible is rather
complex and I’ve come a long way in my own faith. And probably
because I’ve been in and around the church since I was a kid, my
view is that it is sometimes better to present the complexities as
they really are, especially to new Christians, because later in life
when the going gets tough, people want to cling to something
that has real substance, something that has been fought for, not
necessarily something that is easily packaged. When it comes to
the Bible, a good foundation of its origins should not be neglected.
Knowing how the Bible has come to be, especially since Christians
focus much of their spirituality on this book, is an important aspect
of our faith. In this article, we’ll start off with the basics of the Old
Testament.

a short breakdown of its components. In fact this is one of the best
ways to begin to talk about the OT because the divisions were
not always so clear cut. The traditional three divisions of the Old
Testament (also known as the “tripartite”) includes the Torah,
Prophets and Writings. This three-part collection is known as the
Tanakh in Jewish Tradition. A closer look at the collection of books
reveals that the Torah includes the first five books of the Bible
(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy), while
the Prophets include Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel and the Twelve Prophets (many times referred to as the
“minor” prophets). The Writings include Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song
of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and Chronicles.
When speaking of the Old Testament, a good rule of
thumb to keep in mind is that the Torah forms the core of just about
everything with regard to Judaism, the
historical foundation of Christianity.
When we want to know where
the Old Testament came from, it is
generally a good idea to start with the
Torah. The “Torah” means “teaching,”
“instruction,” or “Law.” The first five
books of the Hebrew bible informed
almost all aspects of Jewish cultural life:
festivals, practices, laws, instructions,
rituals, national histories, anecdotes,
explanations of cosmological origins
and much more. In essence, it was and
is the constitutional text of the Jewish
people.
The Old Testament is not
just a thick section in the front of our
Christian bibles with some strange
and interesting stories, but really
the Hebrew Bible. This is important to note because the earliest
Christians were Jews and the Old Testament was the primary
collection of texts which informed the early church and helped
to shape its theology. In fact, one of the primary ways the Old
Testament functioned in the shaping of the theology of the early
church was its ability to confirm that Jesus was the Messiah. The
early church pored over the Old Testament, which pointed to the
validity of Jesus as the Christ. Thus, the Old Testament played a
highly important role in the way the early church sought to engage
their fellow Jews. This engagement depended on the early Christians
finding ways to prove to their countrymen that Jesus was indeed the
Messiah, and they used the Old Testament as the proving ground.
While the notion of a three-part Old Testament seems
familiar to most people, this was not always the case. In fact,
scholars disagree on what exactly constituted the Hebrew Bible
in ancient times. Like all historical studies, the Hebrew scripture
presents a highly complex and long history where things are
not exactly straightforward—the known threads of history are
interwoven to create a complicated, rich, and intricately designed
tapestry.

“While my family attended a
number of different churches
during my formative years,
one thing remained the
same—a growing hunger to
find out what was behind all
of the smiling faces, words of
wisdom from a leather bound
book, and weekly pep talks.”

Textual Divisions
Any discussion of the Old Testament (OT) should include
www.newidentitymagazine.com				
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The Torah, the Jewish Holy Book

Origin of the term “Old Testament”
One of the first things to explore in our brief, whirlwind
tour of the Old Testament and its origins is the very notion of the
“Old Testament.” The term came from the early Christian era, a
time known as the “Patristic” period which stretches from the late
first century CE (scholars now use BCE and CE instead of BC and
AD) to roughly the sixth century CE. During this period, a Bishop
named Irenaeus of Lyons first coined the term “Old Testament” in
reference to the Hebrew scripture.
Before Irenaeus began calling it the “Old Testament,” there
is evidence that the term “scripture” itself meant something like
that which “defiled the hands.” The logic behind this was that if
the scriptures were considered “unclean” they would be prevented
from being used for common purposes. For example, if the bones
of a parent were not labeled “unclean,” the bones might be in
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danger of being used for common utensils. This prevented important
objects from being misused. If the scriptures and the bones of
ancestors were considered “unclean”, they would be revered and
protected over the years.

The First Five Books of the Old Testament
A brief study of the scholarly issues surrounding the first
five books of the Old Testament, also known as the Torah, will
reveal an area worthy of a lifetime of study. But an important
starting point might be to answer the question: “Who wrote the
Old Testament?” Prior to about the seventeenth century, it was
simply assumed that Moses was the author of the first five books
of the OT. But as with everything else that has evolved, the study of
ancient text evolved as well.
As the study of ancient texts became more refined over
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the years, documents were more closely scrutinized based on
historical and logical grounds, finding different structures and
variants in the text. In the wake of a few centuries of historical
critical study of the Old Testament texts, many observed that
much of the Torah was completed later than once thought. In fact,
although the Torah contains sections of very ancient literature
(Exodus 15 for example), many came to believe that most of the
collection was edited into its final form during the period of time
when the Jews returned to Jerusalem from Babylon around the 520
BCE, called the “Postexilic” period.
It is thought that the editors of the final form of the Torah
were Jewish leaders trying to make sense of their experiences in
Babylon and therefore they needed a core set of texts by which
to organize their national identity. This might have been seen as
something similar to the United States Constitution and Declaration
of Independence, which are the core
texts that the American national
identity is organized around. Some
scholars believe that certain political
and economic circumstances that
existed around the time of Josiah’s
discovery of the lost “book of the
Law” in the 620’s BCE, sparked
a revival of Jewish national
introspection. This led to a large scale
editing project which aimed to create
a more continuous narrative of the
history of Israel juxtaposed against a
unified law code.
One of the best known
historical critical studies on the Old
Testament was done by a man
named Julius Wellhausen. What
Wellhausen found after careful investigation of the Old Testament
was that it looked like there were a number of different sources
present in the OT text itself.
Wellhausen found “literary seams” where it appeared that
different types of literature had been stitched together to form one
document. In addition, Wellhausen and others proposed that Moses
could not have been the author of the whole Torah because many
portions of the Torah clearly spoke of events that happened after
the death of Moses.
Those that maintain that Moses was the author of the
Torah believe that, being a prophet, Moses had seen the future
and was recounting a prophetic vision. But for Welhausen and
supporters, it was clear that the Torah (also known as the
Pentateuch—which stands for “five books”) contained materials
from different writers and possibly different time periods and
perspectives. Although Wellhasusen’s initial ideas have been largely
critiqued over the years, the basic ideas that he laid out are still
considered standard in most scholarship.
The main ideas proposed by Wellhasusen state that
there were at least four main types of literature, or sources in
the Torah. Wellhasusen defined them as the following: J

(Jahwist), E (Elohist), D (Deuternomistic), P (Priestly). The “JEDP”
theory, or “Documentary Hypothesis,” forms the backdrop to most
of the introductory literature on the Old Testament. The theory
tries to make sense of the fact that, among other examples, there
are two different accounts of creation in the book of Genesis.
In the past you may have read right through these two
accounts without noticing, but if you were to go back and pay
careful attention to Genesis 1-2:3 and Genesis 2:4b-25 you will notice
that they are two different accounts. Upon paying careful attention
to these two accounts, scholars like Wellhausen noticed that the
first account was very orderly with a defined literary structure
that contained what is called “doublets,” and concluded with an
observance of the Sabbath, while the second account contained
much more informal language set in a more narrative form. Based
on this and other detailed analyses, the first account seemed to
have been written by a Priestly
source (“P” in the JEDP theory), since
the author showed more concern for
ritual and Sabbath observance and
featured God as distant. The second
account was written by a Yahwist (“J”
for Jahwist) source, where the author
shows God more characteristically,
doing more mundane, average,
indeed human things—walking in the
garden, making clothes and breathing
life into the man and woman.

“Christians are sometimes
better served by getting a
more realistic picture of what
they are getting into right
from the beginning.”
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Conclusion

In the end, I believe that new
Christians are sometimes better
served by getting a more realistic picture of what they are getting
into right from the beginning. This reminds me of Christ’s notion of
“counting the cost” before setting out on a lengthy endeavor. With
that in mind, I urge you to spend ample time with the scriptures to
understand why you can have confidence in the Bible. I truly believe
that when Christ calls us to build our houses on the rock and not
the sand, He does so knowing that the process is anything but
simplistic and easy, however it yields eternal assurance and security.

Sources: McDonald, 1995, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon
Newman, 1976, Westminster Theological Journal, 38, 319-348
Coogan, 2005, The Old Testament: A Historical and Literary Introduction to the Hebrew Scriptures
Berlin et al., 2004, The Jewish Study Bible: featuring The Jewish Publication Society
Balentine, 1999, The Torah’s Vision of Worship (Overtures to Biblical Theology)
Tanakh
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Disaster Relief
The best ways to help out those in need
when nature erupts. by Leila Evangelista

Photo courtesy of Alexa Wan
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ATELY IT FEELS LIKE SO MUCH OF THE

news has been filled with reports of natural disasters.
In September 2009, there were ravaging typhoons,
earthquakes, and tsunamis that hit parts of Southeast Asia and
the Pacific Islands, affecting countries like Samoa, American Samoa,
Tonga, Burma, the Philippines, and Indonesia. Then early this year,
a 7.0 earthquake completely devastated Haiti. One month later,
an 8.8 earthquake shook Chile. These are just the high profile
disasters. In January 2010 alone, extreme floods left 30,000 people
in Kenya in dire need of relief assistance; the worst drought in
living memory hit South Africa’s Eastern and the Southern Cape,
destroying much of the agriculture and resulting in massive job loss;
severely cold weather afflicted all of Central and Eastern Europe as
well as parts of China claiming the lives of 256 Ukrainians among
dozens more in surrounding countries; and the list keeps going.
Statistically, the occurrences of natural disasters have tripled within
the last twenty years. It’s overwhelming, and it’s scary. But these
events also compel us. We are united by the common threat of
nature’s wrath. More than trying to understand why these things
happen, we are compelled to look at
what we can do to help relieve the
situations of those most affected.
We feel the weight of these disasters
because we know that by the same
lack of rhyme or reason, we can be
hit by something just as ugly with no
warning.
As compelled as we are to respond to these united calls
for assistance, oftentimes we have no idea where to begin. Which
organization is most reliable to send donations? What fundraisers
can I participate in for this cause? Should I start collecting clothes
and other common items? As well as the most important question
underlying all of the others: How can I best help the situation?
Steering our compassion into effective aid is tricky business. Most of
us have not worked in disaster response but know that we want
to do something. Effective help requires informed decisions. The
following is a guide to help you sort and consider the best way you
can help during disaster events.

charities because of repeated demands of crucial issues and crises
that are competing for resources). But what is often said about
in-kind donations is true—monetary donations are by far more
effective.
It’s not that organizations are only after money. But the
flurry of shipping, sorting, and distributing all the unsolicited goods
takes responders away from meeting the immediate needs of
disaster victims. The large wave of in-kind donations that pour into
agencies after an event is often called the “second disaster.” The
items may help and the donations are still appreciated. But the
sad truth is that too often what we assume is needed in a disaster
creates an oversupply of the same things. Items may be culturally
inappropriate or even impractical for the circumstances. What
can be used is used, and the rest turns into waste. According to
the Center for International Disaster Control, monetary donations
allow responders to purchase exactly what is needed most urgently.
And since they are purchasing the supplies near disaster sites, the
local economy is stimulated, maintaining jobs for populations as well
as preventing communities from being dependent on aid.
The following is a list put
together by the relief organization
Mercy Corps, offering seven reasons
why in-kind donations can be of
more cost than their value:

“Effective help requires
informed decisions.”

In-Kind Donations
An often appealing option is to make “in-kind” donations
of clothing, first aid boxes, canned goods, blankets, and so on. Its
popularity is not difficult to see. These donations allow people
who don’t have much money to give what they can or to make
benevolent use of items that are otherwise being unused. In
addition, the prevalence of fraudulent charities, the misuse of
donations by organizations, or even the corruption of governments,
have left many wary to open their wallets, even for a good cause.
From a coordinating standpoint, it’s just easier to inspire people
to donate items they already have, rather than asking them to
dole out money during tough economic times or in the face of
“donor fatigue” (when people become reluctant to commit to
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1. The materials collected
in drives are often not the
supplies that are most urgently needed. For example,
a priority in Haiti right after the quake was for
specialized water/sanitation equipment.
2. The cost of shipping materials may exceed their
actual value. Food can be bought at a smaller cost
than it is to ship large amounts of canned goods
overseas.
3. Someone will need to pay to transport the
materials from the collection site to the disaster relief
site.
4. Someone on the receiving end will need to clear
customs (and possibly pay duties), and get the
materials out of a port or airport at a time when
these locations may not be functioning, or may be
overwhelmed.
5. The materials collected in the drives may compete
at ports and airports with more critical supplies
(those pre-selected and shipped by governments,
UN agencies and relief agencies) that need to get in.
These goods clog these retrieval locations, delaying
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what is urgently needed.
6. If the materials do get in the country, someone on
the receiving end needs to transport the goods to a
warehouse, do inventory, store them, and distribute
them in an appropriate and equitable manner.
7. If the above issues are NOT worked out ahead
of time, materials may sit in retrieval locations and
ultimately be destroyed. In the case of the tsunami
of 2005, literally tons of materials collected by wellmeaning people launching drives in the USA were
ultimately destroyed at ports.
Collecting in-kind donations is an accessible and convenient
way to help, but so often these good intentions do more harm than
good. If in-kind donations are the only way to go for you—do
the necessary legwork. Ask questions of NGOs and organizations
with personnel on-site at the disaster who are creating a reliable
partnership with a local agency positioned to handle and distribute
the commodities. Do extensive research to properly coordinate
what to collect, as well as when and how items should be sent to
affected areas. Finding out the necessary information is crucial to
making an impactful in-kind donation.

Monetary Donations
We’ve already discussed the benefits of giving monetary
donations. The real question on most people’s mind is: Who should
receive my donation? There are good reasons for being prudent
about who receives your hard earned cash, which is why people
often forgo making financial donations altogether. But there are
measures you can do to ensure your donations are used well.
First off, researching a variety of agencies is absolutely
necessary. It’s all about trusting the organization you donate to.
Popular, high profile agencies are not the only ones to consider,
nor are they necessarily the best. Start your search by looking
to see if an organization has prior experience and expertise
with disaster aid. There are going to be a lot of well-meaning
organizations wanting to help, but who have no prior experience
when it comes to meeting such immediate needs. Not that all new
organizations are misguided, but the lack of expertise opens the
door for a higher possibility of mistakes—costly mistakes—mistakes
that often can’t be afforded. For example, during the disaster in
Indonesia there were many groups and organizations who wanted
to lend their help by creating popular projects, such as building
orphanages. But according to one aid worker on the ground, there
were so many organizations solely focused on building orphanages
without properly assessing actual needs, that there was an excess
of orphanages built. As a result, because orphanages were
high in supply and fully equipped, families were often forced to
leave children in orphanages because they would receive
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

better care in these facilities. Instead of having money to construct
these orphanages that, in the end, were literally straining to find
children to house, the money could have gone towards community
and family support in general. There is a caveat before writing-off
newbie organizations altogether during disasters. Look at their
project proposals. While the organization may not have disaster
relief experience, they may be proposing a project that is within the
realm of their experience and expertise.
Another key is finding organizations that already had
operations set up in the country before the disaster. These are
the initiatives that already have buildings, staff, and local networks
set in place, not to mention intimate knowledge of the language,
culture, the political and social dynamics, and the people. It is
these organizations that will be able to provide the swiftest aid,
because they are in a prime position to help. These local agencies
may be tough to find online. Sometimes larger, more well-known
organizations will partner with these lesser known ones. But to
help with your search, here are some websites to check out:
InterAction for some US agencies
Reliefweb.int for agencies from many different countries
Aid worker and aid watchdog posts with links to specific
organizations
Impact Your World CNN and Charity Navigator website that
provides a list of vetted organizations working on the ground of a
disaster
One last thing: ensure the organization you choose is
legitimate. Unfortunately there are very skilled swindlers out
there that are ready to take advantage of your generosity. Do
an internet search of the exact name (some scams are done by
using names similar to well-known charities) of the organization in
question. Established agencies should have more than one website
that refers to them.
The question of “who should receive my donation?” spells
out other related concerns. Donors often earmark donations for
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specific purposes or groups, ensuring the money is used responsibly.
Money may be specifically marked only for women and children,
medical supplies, or construction. It goes back to the distrust people
have in relief institutions. Donors take matters into their own hands
to ensure their money is properly allocated. The only problem with
this is that during a disaster, the needs are constantly changing.
Earmarking donations can again present an overabundance of
funding for something that is not particularly urgent, or even
needed. If you trust the organization you are donating to, trust
their decisions to allocate funds properly. Donors often take
matters into their own hands also by passing up organizations
with higher administrative costs. People see big numbers in
administration and the reflex thought is that the organization must
be pocketing donations rather than putting them to good use.
But having the proper number of qualified staff members for a
project to be effectively implemented is putting money to good use.
Pressure to keep administrative costs low can lead to under-staffing
projects, leaving only a few workers spread very thinly. If this is
a real concern for you, it is better to check the previous financial
audits and project evaluations of the agency to determine their
quality.
And finally, my last words on monetary donations. One
thing to consider is holding off before making a donation. Rebuilding
a country after a major disaster can take years. Don’t get me
wrong, there is a large amount of funds needed right after the
point of disaster. But there is still a ton needed for rebuilding
down the road. The situation on the ground becomes clearer after
some time has passed, proper analysis of needs are done, and the
projects are less frantic and more focused.

Volunteering
If you are not in the position to make a financial
contribution, consider volunteering for initiatives that help the
disaster through raising awareness, raising funds, holding benefits,
and lobbying community leaders to take action. You can even
try volunteering at a local office of a relief agency working in
the country of disaster. If you’ve done some research on local
initiatives and are still unable to find one that is of interest to you,
try coordinating an event yourself. In raising funds, the same
back-up research should be done to find a reliable charity to
partner with and donate your collections. But the different types
of creative initiatives are limitless. Talk to local restaurants and see
if they’re willing to donate a percentage of their earnings for one
day to your cause. If you have some talented connections, hold a
benefit concert. After finding out what in-kind goods are valuable,
coordinate a dance party where people need to bring some of
the goods in order to get in. Another bonus is that it gives you a
way to rally your community, school, work, social group or church
towards the cause. Check out some self-volunteering ideas and
assessment at www.idealist.org/volunteer/diy.
There are still others who are inspired to do more than
just volunteer from their locations, wishing to work on the
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ground of the disaster site itself. It is a noble desire and the right
person can do a lot of good. But take a deep breath. Your desire
to help may be strong, but do take some serious thought to assess
the situation. In general, helping in a disaster area without a
specific skill, without speaking the language, or prior experience in
a disaster will make it difficult for you to contribute, you might even
become a liability. Oftentimes, these jobs can be done by locals
who can benefit from a possible salary. There are also emotional
and physical concerns to consider. Oftentimes people who want
to volunteer have such a strong desire to help, but once they get
on the ground, they find themselves in a situation they were not
prepared to handle. And the learning curve is incredibly steep. If
volunteering on-site is something you want to do, take some time
to extensively reflect and check out www.idealist.org/volunteer/
disaster for other considerations. If you are still itching to help after
your reflection, but are discouraged by your lack of experience to
be a disaster first responder, consider holding off your services for
the rebuilding process. You are still able to help rebuild the lives of
those abroad, but just not during the complete chaos that strikes in
the immediate aftermath of the disaster.

Prevention
An option many do not consider when it comes to aiding in
natural disasters is supporting programs that provide preventative
measures before disasters occur within communities. Take the
cases of Haiti and Chile. The earthquake in Haiti was 7.0 and
killed more than 250,000 people. Chile had an 8.8 earthquake, 500
times stronger than the one in Haiti. The death toll in Chile was
still high—more than 750 people were killed—but it is nowhere
near the numbers in Haiti. How was that possible? The answer
comes back to preparedness within communities for major possible
disasters. Haiti, one of the poorest countries in its hemisphere, was
simply ill-equipped to handle the quake. Instead of fundraising for
the aftermath of the disaster, there is the option of fundraising
to equip communities for future disasters—preventing floods by
planting trees, supporting hurricane awareness programs, fortifying
infrastructures for earthquakes, or training community members
how to respond to disasters. Organizations such as the American
Red Cross and Oxfam have programs that you can support. We
can’t entirely predict nature, but we can be ready for it.

Prayer
No matter what course of action you choose to help the
situation, there is one thing we can always do: pray. People are
often compelled to be proactive, but as followers of Christ, prayer
is being proactive. We cannot take lightly the power of individual
prayer or gathering others in our church, community, or friends and
family to pray during dire situations. Sometimes we really aren’t in
the position to help in the ways mentioned previously. But prayer
is something we can always do, no matter where we are, or what
we’re doing. Make God a part of your relief efforts.
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Quick, Easy & Economical
Family Meals for Under $15
Take Fr. Patalinghug’s principles into practice with these inexpensive
recipes the whole family will enjoy. by Jeanne Le
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I

N LIGHT OF FR. LEO PATALINGHUG’S movement

Grace Before Meals (see the People section of this issue)
we have some family-friendly recipe ideas that are easy
and affordable. Each recipe is good for a family of 4-6 and is less
than $15. Feel free to play around with the recipes as well—try
alternating some ingredients for ones you have around the house.
For example, in the taco recipe below you could substitute honey
with sugar, or cumin with curry powder. Playing around with
ingredients adds a twist to a traditional recipe–don’t be afraid to
try! Experimentation is half the fun of cooking.

Ground Beef Tacos
Corn Tortillas
2 cups of Maseca (Masa harina) corn flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 1/8 cup of water
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In a bowl, mix in the corn flour, salt, and water. Roll it into a ball
and divide into 16 equal sized pieces. Take the piece of dough and
put it in between 2 plastic sheets and roll with a rolling pin until it
is flat. Thereafter, using a griddle or an aluminum skillet, cook the
tortilla until it is yellowish and small brown spots appear, flip over to
slightly brown the other side. Set aside.
Taco Meat
1 lb ground beef
2 teaspoons of honey (could be replaced with sugar)
1/2 teaspoon cumin
2 teaspoons Dijon mustard
3 teaspoons ground Mexican chili powder
3 cloves of garlic
1/2 of an onion
oil (canola, or butter can work)
salt to taste
4 Eggs
Cilantro (Optional)
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Prepare the vegetables by dicing the onion and mincing the garlic.
Oil (or butter) the pan, throw in the vegetables and stir until the
onions are slightly softened. Add the ground beef along with honey,
cumin, chili powder, dijon mustard, and salt.
Transfer the taco meat onto a plate. Using the same pan, cook the
eggs preferably sunny side up, but any way is fine. Serve the egg on
top of the taco meat and garnish with cilantro.

Chinese Chicken Pasta
INGREDIENTS
8 ounces whole wheat spaghetti
1 cup diagonally sliced fresh snow peas
2 cups shredded cooked chicken breast or cubed tofu
1/2 cup red bell pepper, julienned
1/4 cup green onion, sliced
1 tablespoon sesame seeds, toasted
1/4 cup plus 2 Tbsp teriyaki or soyaki sauce
1 Tbsp dark sesame oil
salt and pepper, to taste
red pepper flakes, optional
DIRECTIONS
Cook spaghetti in a large pot of boiling water for 8-10 minutes or
until al dente. Then, combine pasta mixture, chicken or tofu, sliced
Photo by Jeanne Le
snow peas, green onions and bell pepper in a large mixing bowl. Set
aside. Combine teriyaki sauce, sesame seeds, and sesame oil in a
separate bowl. Add salt, pepper and optional red pepper flakes.
Combine sauce mixture with pasta mixture and toss to coat well.
Serve at room temperature or chilled.
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Baked Fish w/ Sage &
Thyme
I have always believed that choosing sustainable fish or in-season
fish is a very important choice. Therefore, in this following recipe
there is no specific fish, but moreover a fish that is available, has
fat content (such as salmon), but not a meaty fish like swordfish or
tuna.
INGREDIENTS
1/2 cup of sage
1/2 cup of thyme
3 tablespoon of butter
2 tablespoon of milk
4 garlic cloves
half a wedge of lemon
salt to taste
fish
olive oil (optional)
DIRECTIONS
Prepare the fish by washing it and make sure there are no scales.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. In a blender, puree garlic, sage,
thyme, butter, and milk. Spread the puree on the fish and lather
well. Squeeze the lemon onto the fish. Bake fish for 20 minutes or
until golden, remember to check inside. Serve with olive oil.

Photo by Jeanne Le
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Crustless Spinach & Mushroom Quiche
INGREDIENTS
6 eggs
1/2 cup milk
2 cups grated mozzarella cheese (or other cheese)
8 oz mushrooms, thinly sliced
1 - 16oz pkg. frozen chopped spinach, thawed (with the water
squeezed out)
2 Tbsp flour
salt and pepper
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

DIRECTIONS
First, combine eggs, milk and salt and pepper; mix well. Toss
cheese with flour and add to egg mixture. Stir in spinach and
mushrooms into the mixture. Then pour into a greased 9-inch
pie plate. Bake at 350° for 40 minutes or until it’s firm and a
toothpick in the center comes out clean. Allow dish to cool for
about 5 minutes before cutting. Serve with roasted potatoes or
french bread.
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God wants us to enjoy, take care of
and be a part of our environment.
Activities like outdoor recreation,
nature appreciation and sustainability,
help us value our Creator and
His creation. Genesis 1:26-27 (The
Message) says, “God spoke: ‘Let us
make human beings in our image,
make them reflecting our nature so
they can be responsible for the fish in
the sea, the birds in the air, the cattle.
And, yes, Earth itself, and every animal
that moves on the face of Earth.’ God
created human beings; he created
them godlike, reflecting God’s nature,
He created them male and female.”
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How Green
Was Jesus?
A guide to lessening your footprint on the
future, by taking a step back. by Cailin Henson
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T

HERE SEEMS TO BE A CERTAIN PRIDE WHEN

it comes to green living these days, that it’s so forwardthinking and cool. Remember when newscasters talked
about celebrities showing up at the Oscars with the first
Priuses? Or the reusable bag craze that now has every company
manufacturing their own bags with their logo on it that you can
pay a dollar for at checkout? Aren’t these companies forgetting that
the idea is supposed to be about reusing bags, not making more?
There’s every sort of movement you can think of related to the
green lifestyle—the raw food movement, the slow food movement,
the urban garden movement...
But aren’t all these “progressive” ideas really regressive?
Going back to the roots of how things used to be? After all there
weren’t any processed foods, milk hormones or gas powered
automobiles in Biblical times. Not knocking the amazing and
wonderful advancements that have come over the centuries, but
truth be told, people lived “greener” during Biblical times. Here’s
how:

Your Guide To Living Green
The Biblical-Times Way
Grow or Raise Your Own Food

		

Freely you have received, freely give. Do not take
along any gold or silver or copper in your belts; take no bag for
the journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a staff; for the worker
is worth his keep. - Matthew 10:8-10 (NIV)
Jesus’s disciples were asked to carry little with them
to share with the world what Jesus had taught them. We don’t
need a lot of extra either, we just need enough. When it comes
to clothing, styles go in and out, so stick with real classics for
longevity and look for items that are well made and will last
longer. It is said that the French can spend a lot of money
on a pair of leather shoes, but wear them for a lifetime. Our
wardrobes don’t have to be excessive to be chic. If you want
some new-to-you items try a consignment shop or thrift store
to mix up your own look or create a new one.

And he said to them, “Follow me, and I will make you
fishers of men.” Immediately they left their nets and followed
him. And going on from there he saw two other brothers,
James the son of Zebedee and John his brother, in the boat with
Zebedee their father, mending their nets, and he called them.
Immediately they left the boat and their father and followed
him. - Matthew 4:19-22 (NASB)

This scripture gives us a picture of the process and care
gone into growing and preparing food. Get to know what you’re
eating, or how it’s made. Plant vegetables instead of keeping a
lawn pristine. Some areas even allow zoning for chickens so you
can gather your own eggs. You can also make your own compost
or raise worms for your soil. There are many ways you can
get back in touch with the land that God created and bring
new identity magazine

Own Fewer Items of Clothing &
Use Them Well

Reuse, Mend, & Fix,
Instead of Buying New

Listen and hear my voice;
pay attention and hear what I say.
When a farmer plows for planting, does he plow continually?
Does he keep on breaking up and harrowing the soil?
When he has leveled the surface,
does he not sow caraway and scatter cummin?
Does he not plant wheat in its place,
barley in its plot,
and spelt in its field?
His God instructs him
and teaches him the right way.
Caraway is not threshed with a sledge,
nor is a cartwheel rolled over cummin;
caraway is beaten out with a rod,
and cummin with a stick.
Grain must be ground to make bread;
so one does not go on threshing it forever.
Though he drives the wheels of his threshing cart over it,
his horses do not grind it. - Isaiah 28:23-28 (NIV)
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back the care in maintaining it. After all, we can only plant—it
is God that does the growing. It’s good to remember what
a blessing that is. For tools to get you started gardening or
composting, check out the Urban Garden Center at www.
urbangardencenter.com

Many of the disciples mended and fixed items that
they used frequently. So much of the time we throw out things
that we could easily fix and keep using instead. In many areas
we’ve become a wasteful society, tossing something that’s
barely used to buy something else that’s new, just because we
want to. We encourage you to think twice before throwing out
something that you think is irreparable. There may be ways to
salvage items and keep them around a little longer. For ideas
on how to reuse items or for help fixing them just do a quick
internet search for that specific item and I guarantee you’ll
come across numerous ideas.

Learn A Craft and Make Something
“I have taken great pains to provide for the temple of
the LORD a hundred thousand talents of gold, a million talents
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“Before it was the ‘thing to do,’ it was
a way of life for our biblical ancestors.
Ironically, for us to be more progressive
we can take a cue from those that came
before us, implementing actions that are
good for us and our environment.”

of silver, quantities of bronze and iron too great to be weighed,
and wood and stone. And you may add to them. You have many
workmen: stonecutters, masons and carpenters, as well as men
skilled in every kind of work in gold and silver, bronze and iron—
craftsmen beyond number. Now begin the work, and the LORD be
with you.” - 1 Chronicles 22:14-16 (NIV)
It’s no secret that Jesus was a carpenter, but sadly most of
his followers today can only “make” things from IKEA. Try to learn
how to make something from scratch instead. It could be learning
how to roll fresh pasta, sew a skirt, construct a computer, or make
a messenger bag. Make magazine is a great resource, with some
wacky, easy and cool ideas to try. Etsy.com is also a wonderful
place to buy and sell things that are handmade. You’ll be amazed at
what you can create.

In the New & Old Testament times, people walked. Today
you see fewer walkers in most areas. Perhaps in rural areas, stores
and public spaces are more sporadic, but cities boast convenient
stores on every corner, and many places you’re likely to run errands
are within walking distance. Even if it seems like a long way at first,
try walking one day, when time permits, and see how long it takes
or how many miles it is. It may not be quite the hike you thought
at first. You’ll awaken your senses, encounter people, explore
neighborhoods, and experience new smells and sights you may not
have otherwise. Besides, it’s good exercise.

Make Use of the Seasons
The LORD will grant you abundant prosperity—in the
fruit of your womb, the young of your livestock and the crops of
your ground—in the land he swore to your forefathers to give you.
The LORD will open the heavens, the storehouse of his bounty, to
send rain on your land in season and to bless all the work of your
hands. You will lend to many nations but will borrow from none.
The LORD will make you the head, not the tail. If you pay attention
to the commands of the LORD your God that I give you this day
and carefully follow them, you will always be at the top, never at
the bottom. - Deuteronomy 28:11-13 (NIV)

Building Community & Sharing

Whether buying seasonal fruit or vegetables or taking
advantage of the extra sunlight in the summer evening, life has
historically revolved around the seasons and God designed it that
way. In our current economy we still expect to have anything we
want year-round and can usually get it, if not nearby, it’s online. But
what about taking a step back and take in the seasonal changes
more. Cook recipes that revolve around what’s in season in your
area; they’ll be the freshest and taste the best. The cooking website
Epicurious.com has a map that details what’s in season in your area
(if you’re in the United States) and the map will also lead you to
ingredient descriptions, shopping guides, recipes and tips for that
area or ingredient.

Walk About
And they were on the road, going up to Jerusalem, and
Jesus was walking ahead of them. And they were amazed, and
those who followed were afraid. And taking the twelve again, he
began to tell them what was to happen to him, saying, “See, we
are going up to Jerusalem, and the Son of Man will be delivered
over to the chief priests and the scribes, and they will condemn
him to death and deliver him over to the Gentiles. - Mark 10:32-33
(ESV)
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Now he who supplies seed to the sower and bread for
food will also supply and increase your store of seed and will enlarge
the harvest of your righteousness. You will be made rich in every
way so that you can be generous on every occasion, and through
us your generosity will result in thanksgiving to God.
This service that you perform is not only supplying the
needs of God’s people but is also overflowing in many expressions
of thanks to God. Because of the service by which you have proved
yourselves, men will praise God for the obedience that accompanies
your confession of the gospel of Christ, and for your generosity in
sharing with them and with everyone else. And in their prayers for
you their hearts will go out to you, because of the surpassing grace
God has given you. - 2 Corinthians 9:10-14 (NIV)
Much of the idea of sharing our abundance and blessings
have been lost in our individualistic “me” and “my” society. Take
advantage of public parks, borrow a cup of milk from a neighbor,
share your DVD collection with friends and remember that
everything belongs to God in the first place and we’re just stewards
of it.
These are just a few of the ways the Bible shows us to live
green. Before it was the “thing to do,” it was a way of life for our
biblical ancestors. Ironically, for us to be more progressive we can
take a cue from those that came before us, implementing actions
that are good for us and our environment.
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Dealing
With
Stress
How to lower your anxiety in a
stressed-out society.
by M. Chitra

W

E’VE ALL EXPERIENCED STRESS AT

one point or another. From being caught in
traffic on our way to a job interview to dealing
with the death of a family member, we’ve all been in a
situation that makes us feel we’ve been given more than
we can handle. Stress can also result when seemingly
minor problems are ignored instead of solved right away.
For instance, borrowing some money from someone to
pay off credit card debt may not seem like a big deal at
first. But with no real lifestyle change on your part, it’s
not hard to imagine this could eventually snowball into
real trouble that causes stress. It is an unpleasant feeling
and one that is familiar to all of us. But unfortunately, it
is a part of life. Rather than trying to avoid it completely,
we are better off learning how to cope with it more
effectively.
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At a glance, the Bible doesn’t seem to offer any
solutions to stress. Stress itself sounds like a modern concept, not
something anyone in the Bible would know how to relate to. But
in fact, the Bible tells plenty of stories about people who were
suffering. An often cited example of this would be the story of
Job, who lost literally everything he had all at once. Job started
out as a well-to-do man and a model citizen, someone God
was particularly proud of. Satan argued that of course Job was
well-behaved and faithful to God—he had everything. So Satan
took away his children and all of his property, convinced that it
would immediately turn Job against God. But Job, devastated as
he was, did not curse God. Instead, he stayed faithful and simply
said, “The Lord gave, and the Lord has taken away. Blessed be
the name of the Lord” (Job 1:20, NASB).
Job isn’t the only person in the Bible who knows what
it’s like to be stressed. There are many others. Abraham was told
to sacrifice his son Isaac. Joseph was sold as a slave at a young
age by his own brothers. Moses had to lead an entire nation
that did not always
appreciate what he
did. And in the New
Testament, there is
Jesus’ mother. Mary
was an unmarried
young woman when
an angel came to
her and told her she would be carrying a child. During her time,
a woman pregnant outside of wedlock would be killed—stoned
to death. But Mary, like others before her, stayed faithful and
simply said, “Behold, I am the servant of the Lord; let it be to me
according to your word” (Luke 1:38, ESV). These faithful followers
who experienced stress in some pretty desperate situations,
coped with their stress through faith.
Knowing how to cope with stress effectively is
important for various reasons. To begin with, poor coping
mechanisms can negatively impact both your physical and
mental health. It can turn you into an irritable person and ruin
your relationships with other people. If not properly dealt with,
stress can lead to clinical depression, which is hard to snap out
of once you get there. Furthermore, it is also in times of stress
that many people struggle with their faith. It’s easy to worship
God and believe in Him when everything is going well for us, but
during difficult times when the exact opposite thing happens, it’s
a lot easier to wonder if God has abandoned us or maybe if He
even exists at all. But rather than quickly dismissing Him, there
are several things you can do to help yourself.
First, follow the example of people in the Bible and stay faithful.
As Proverbs 3:5-6 reminds us: “Trust in the Lord with all your
heart, and do not rely on your own insight. In all your ways
acknowledge him, and he will make straight your paths” (NRSV).
It is difficult when there are a lot of things on our minds. But we
can’t overly worry about something that may not necessarily be
helped, or something we’ve done everything in our power to
prevent. At the end of the day, God is the one in control.

Believing in God, we have to take comfort in the fact that we trust
Him with our lives and with the situations in our lives; the easy and
the difficult. As with everything that we do, prayer should take the
forefront while we are dealing with our situations.
As you are praying, or even if you are having a difficult
time praying because you are so stressed, take a step towards
acknowledging that there’s a problem.This can also be hard at
times. Many of us like to be in control, and one way to feel in control
is to deny that there’s a problem at all. Alternatively, some of us
may recognize a problem but choose not to worry about it or
hope it’ll go away on its own. Neither of these, needless to say,
are effective ways to deal with a problem. The third step would be
to identify the root cause of our problems, which can still be hard
to do when our emotions prevent us from thinking clearly. If this is
the case, start organizing your thoughts. Write them down or talk
about them with someone. List all of the things you worry about
and decide which ones are important or urgent, and which ones
aren’t. Prioritize the ones that are both important and urgent, and
cross out the ones
that are neither. Then
slowly work your
way through these
problems, keeping in
mind that a reasonable
amount of time is
needed for real change
to happen.
In the meantime, you should also start a healthy lifestyle,
if you haven’t already maintained one. Eating nutritious meals,
sleeping the right amount of time, and exercising regularly all can
help reduce the effects of stress. Stress can normally disrupt our
eating or sleeping patterns, which in turn can affect our mood.
Try not to turn to comfort food or to sleep more than you need
as ways to escape reality. Although food and sleep can provide
temporary relief and is acceptable every once in a while, they don’t
really solve the problem and in the long run will probably hurt you.
Regular exercise can also help improve your mood. Running around
the block may seem pointless when you still have a laundry list of
seemingly more important things, but exercise can actually help you
clear your head. Not only will you feel better about yourself, but
you will also be able to think better and get more done.
Whatever you do, don’t cut off contact with your family
and friends. It’s tempting to take some time off to focus on working
on your personal problems, but more likely than not, this plan will
backfire and put you in a worse situation than you were before.
Family and friends can give some good advice with your situation
and can help you keep things in perspective. They will be the ones
telling you to relax and reminding you that you are stressing more
than you should be.
No matter what you do to cope with your stress, make
it a point to make God part of your stress-easing process. As Jesus
says in Matthew 11:28 “Come to me, all you that are weary and are
carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest” (NRSV). As the old
saying goes, do your best and God will take care of the rest.

It’s easy to believe in God when everything is going
well, but during difficult times, it’s a lot easier to
wonder if God has abandoned us.
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How God
Changes Your
Brain
New research shows that the human
brain is dramatically affected by
thoughts of God. by Jerine Griffith
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D

O YOU REMEMBER THE ANTI-DRUG

commercial that showed an egg being fried in sizzling hot
oil accompanied by the ominous tagline “This is your brain
on drugs.”? (If you have never seen it, check it out on YouTube-it’s
worth it!) I couldn’t help but think about that commercial as I read
the newly released book How God Changes Your Brain. The good
news is that your brain doesn’t get fried when you think about God,
but significant changes do occur.
Dr. Andrew Newberg and Mark Waldman, authors of
How God Changes Your Brain, use data from CAT scans to show
how thinking about God changes the neurological structure of your
brain. They explain that because of neuroplasticity (when functions
and responses of nerve cells adapt after new experiences), the
brain is able to change depending on
what we think about. “The moment we
encounter God, or the idea of God, our
brain begins to change,” the authors
state. They also claim that contemplating
other ‘grand themes’ like the Big Bang
Theory or playing a musical instrument
change your brain too. However, thinking
about religious and spiritual concepts
changes your brain in “profoundly
different ways” than thinking about
anything else—compassion for others
and empathy increase while destructive
feelings and emotions decrease. Bottom
line: Thinking about God makes us nicer
people.
Newberg and Waldman’s
work revealed that every feeling and
thought we have changes the blood
flow and the electrochemical activity in
different areas of the brain. That means
there are certain parts of the brain that
become activated when we think about
something scary and there are other
parts that become activated when we
think about something pleasant. When
one part of the brain is more activated
than the other, our behavior changes
significantly to correspond to what is
going on in our brain. That is why the authors strongly advocate
for brain exercises that increase activity in the parts of our brain
that cause us to be more focused, logical, and calm.

thumbnail sketch of how each area in the brain works to shape our
perception of God. It’s fascinating to learn that every part of our
brain has a specific function related to God. The authors go into
detail about each part of the brain early on in the book, and it’s
definitely worth reading.

Don’t Bang Your Head: The
Importance of the Frontal Lobe
The frontal lobe is particularly important in understanding
spiritual issues from a more intellectual viewpoint. It uses logic to
evaluate religious and spiritual beliefs.
Clearly any damage to the frontal lobe
area of your brain will compromise its
ability to logically sort out the questions
raised when you think about God and
other spiritual issues.

“Thinking about
religious and
spiritual concepts
changes your brain
in ‘profoundly
different ways’
than thinking
about anything
else.”

God in the Brain
Newberg and Waldman do a great job of explaining the
complicated brain structures in a way that makes it fairly readable
and enjoyable for the non-neuroscientist. Along with explaining
in depth about some of the areas of the brain that are directly
impacted by spiritual contemplation, they also give a
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Thank God for the
Anterior Cingulate

Our anterior cingulate appears to
be one of the most important areas
in our brain when it comes to being
compassionate, serene and emotionally
balanced. It’s between the back part
of the brain (the emotional center)
and the front part of the brain (which
controls logic, reason, and language).
The anterior cingulate balances your
feelings and thoughts. Newberg and
Waldman explained that if you get too
emotional, the limbic system becomes
active and the frontal lobe becomes
inactive; that means that when you’re
angry or anxious, you become less logical
or reasonable. Furthermore, empathy
and intuition lessen, and basically
you’re a walking bundle of emotions. That’s why the anterior
cingulate is needed to activate the front part of your brain: “logic
and reason subdue anger and fear. It’s that simple” write the
authors. Meditation and spiritual practices strengthen the anterior
cingulate, and consequently feelings of serenity and empathy
are created. Meditation, according to Newberg and Waldman
actually counteracts our biological tendency to react to dangerous
situations with animosity or fear. This might explain why if one is
in an anxiety-producing situation, long prayer times and spiritual
contemplation helps to calm the nerves and strengthen our sense of
faith that it will all turn out alright.
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What’s Real and What Isn’t

Your Brain on Dopamine
Dopamine is an extremely important chemical in
your brain–it causes feelings of pleasure, stimulates positive
thoughts, and heightens your sense of well-being and safety.
A deficiency of dopamine in the brain has been found to
contribute to depression. Newberg and Waldman assert that
the ability to believe in the spiritual realm may be related to
the amount of dopamine that is released in the front part
of the brain: too little dopamine might result in skepticism or
disbelief; too much dopamine might result in one fostering
paranormal beliefs.
Clearly, altering the neurochemistry of the brain in
any way impacts your belief system: the authors explain that
drugs such as cocaine leads to a sudden increase of dopamine
in the brain, which might explain why some people have
spiritual experiences with drug use. I wouldn’t recommend
however, seeking God through the use of cocaine. Newberg
and Waldman note that the after-effect of drugs could lead to
a lifetime of panic attacks (i.e. intense anxiety).

Is God Real?
God’s presence or absence in your life depends a lot
on your thalamus- neurologically speaking. The thalamus is a
hunk of matter near the center of the brain. Every sensation,
feeling, and thought passes through the thalamus as it goes to
other parts of the brain. Newberg and Waldman state that “if
the thalamus ceases to function, you would, for all intents and
purposes, be considered comatose.” One of the primary jobs
of the thalamus is to help one identify what is and isn’t real.
Neuroscientists have found that the more you think about a
specific idea the more active your thalamus becomes until it
starts to respond to the idea as though it was real. “Thus the
more you focus on God, the more God will be sensed as real,”
says Newberg and Waldman. Any idea, if contemplated long
enough will take on a semblance of reality, according to the
authors. Hence, God is real for those who think about Him.
“But for someone else, who has meditated on a different set
of beliefs or goals, a different reality will seem true,” Newberg
and Waldman point out.

Good God or
Not-So-Good God
What you think about God affects your brain too.
Newberg and Waldman found that you can actually
damage your brain if you focus on something that
www.newidentitymagazine.com				

They say that, no matter
how open-minded
you become, and no
matter how tolerant
or compassionate you
think you are, there will
always be remnants of
the part of the brain that
will respond with fear
and anger to all that is
different and new.
frightens you or makes you angry. Envisioning a frightening deity
activates the limbic area of the brain that generates fear and
anger. Subsequently, the brain becomes ready to fight and attack.
On the other hand, envisioning a benevolent deity stimulates the
front part of the brain, which creates feelings of empathy toward
others and suppresses the impulse to get angry or frightened. So
the way you see God can either propel you to be kinder and more
compassionate toward others or threatened by others and more
aggressive. Imagine that. Newberg and Waldman clearly advocate
for a strengthening of the anterior cingulate so that we can get
along- it doesn’t just happen however; we have to be proactive.
They say that, no matter how open-minded you become, and no
matter how tolerant or compassionate you think you are, there will
always be remnants of the part of the brain that will respond with
fear and anger to all that is different and new.

The Atheist’s Brain
Interestingly, Newberg and Waldman explore the brain of
atheists and non-religious people. They found that in order to have
a positive perception of God you need to have just the right balance
of activity in the front part of your brain and the back part. So if
the front part of the brain becomes activated, but the emotional
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center of the brain remains inactive, God will hold little meaning
or value; this is what is assumed happens in the brains of atheists/
non-believers. This also is assumed to be the process for people who
perceive God as distant. “Neurologically,” Newberg and Waldman
note, “such a God would feel less real… and would incline an
individual toward agnosticism or disbelief.”

EDUCATIONAL

*

How God Changes Your Brain offers an intriguing
discussion about the neurological effects of thinking about God and
engaging in spiritual practices. The authors also explore what God
“looks like” according to the age of the brain, and how tolerance for
other religions is related to brain activity. While the book promotes
Christianity, there are elements that also support elements of New
Ageism, such as studying the effects of Kritan Kriya meditation with
bits of a “let’s reinvent Christianity to appeal to a new generation”
agenda. Notably, Newberg includes an epilogue that explains that
the authors tried to present a united front throughout the book.
However, Newberg clearly holds a strong spiritual perspective
about God’s impact on the brain. This might explain why there
seems to be a mishmash of ideas in some of the chapters. Some
of the concepts of the book are loosely connected as well. It
seems that just as the authors begin delving into one topic, they
stop and switch gears, making it difficult to follow parts of the
book. Nonetheless, it is a worthy read especially if you want to
explore the connectedness between science and God. Particularly,
there is a valuable section in the third part of the book that offers
practical exercises to enhance the functioning of your brain and
increase serenity in your daily life. So, far from frying your brain,
thinking about a loving God can improve your mood, your thought
processes, and your behavior toward others. And who wouldn’t
want that?
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jerine Griffith lives in Los Angeles with her husband and cat. She is
going to learn to meditate to enhance her daily prayer times.
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PRAYER PLAN

Prayer Plan
Pray for new ways to share what you have with
others. Whether that’s giving items away or
lending them, or just offering.
Commune with friends or family around food.
Do an outdoor picnic at the park or a simple
barbecue or potluck. Take time to have deep
and meaningful conversations as you set aside
time to enjoy one another’s company.
Pray for global communities, such as those
mentioned in Rest, Relax & Change The World
and Disaster Relief and how you can lend your
support, whether through prayer or a helping
hand.
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John 15:13
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Greater love has no one
than this, that he lay down
his life for his friends. (NIV)
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